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INFORMATION INPUT SYSTEMAND 
METHOD USING EXTENSION KEY 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present invention relates to a system for input 
ting information by utilizing an extension key and a method 
of inputting information using the same. In detail, the present 
invention has a feature that new items are allocated to an 
extension area when an extension key is included in an input 
system of a minimized digital device and this extension key is 
selected so that a user can input newly allocated information. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002 Recently, many minimized digital devices, such as 
mobile phones and game systems, are available in the market 
for use. 
0003. Such minimized digital devices win preference 
because of their advantage of portability and anytime, any 
where use, and due to this, even in the future various products 
will be minimized and manufactured. 
0004. A problem in such minimized digital devices is 
insufficient space to input various kinds of information, Such 
as characters. 
0005 For example, in a mobile phone, all characters and 
numerals are designed to be input by using only a total of 12 
keys, and inputting information using only this Small number 
of keys is inconvenient and very slow in terms of an input 
speed, incomparison with using a QWERTY keyboard layout 
that is widely used as a keyboard layout of a Personal Com 
puter (PC). 
0006 For Hangul (the Korean alphabet), compared to 
other alphabets, various input methods are used along with 
the popularization of mobile phones because of the variety of 
methods of separating consonants and vowels and the variety 
of methods of representing each of the consonants and Vow 
els. 
0007 That is, the use of these various methods provides a 
user a method of conveniently inputting characters by reduc 
ing the number of key presses as much as possible and reduc 
ing a finger moving distance for pressing keys. 
0008. However, in spite of this, inputting information into 
a mobile phone is still inconvenient as the QWERTY key 
board layout, and product developers have been conducting 
lots of research to develop a method of reducing the number 
of key presses as much as possible and reducing a finger 
moving distance for pressing keys with a minimum number of 
keys. 
0009. Although research into an efficient input method, 
like that of Hangul, has been actively conducted for not only 
Hangul but also other languages such as English, Chinese, 
and Hindi, an epoch-making method has not been developed 
yet, and thus, Smartphones that are recently available in the 
market employ a complete QWERTY keyboard layout. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Technical Problem 

0010. The present invention provides an efficient informa 
tion input system capable of reducing the number of key 
presses and reducing a finger moving distance for pressing 
keys in an input system used in a minimized digital device in 
which a size of the input system is limited and an information 
input method that uses the input system. 
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0011. The present invention also provides a computer 
readable recording medium that stores a computer-readable 
program for executing the method. 

Technical Solution 

0012. According to an aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a system for inputting information by uti 
lizing an extension key, the system including: an input unit, 
which has a plurality of division areas and detects a division 
area selected by a user from among the plurality of division 
areas; and an input analysis unit for allocating corresponding 
information to the plurality of division areas and analyzing if 
the input unit detects that any one of the plurality of division 
areas has been selected, information allocated to the selected 
division area is input, wherein the input analysis unit allocates 
the extension key to at least one of the plurality of division 
areas, and if the extension key is selected, the input analysis 
unit allocates new information to an extension area including 
division areas defined by the extension key. 
0013 The system may further include an output unit for 
outputting the information allocated to the selected division 
aa. Ola SCC. 

0014 If a division area belonging to the extension area is 
selected, information allocated to the division area may be 
initialized. 
0015 The input unit may include a keypad or a touch 
sensor, and in a case of the touch sensor, by including a 
pressure sensor below the touch sensor, when a user presses 
the touch sensor, whether the user has pressed may be 
detected by a method of detecting a pressure by the pressure 
sensor due to the touch sensor moving downwards. 
0016. The input unit may detect whether the division area 
has been selected according to a touch, a press, or a touch and 
release. 
0017. The system may be used for a game system, and 
when the user selects a division area to which the extension 
key is allocated, the input analysis unit may allocate a menu 
for the game system to an extension area including the divi 
sion areas defined by the extension key. 
0018 When the userpresses with a finger a division area to 
which the extension key is allocated, drags the finger to a 
division area to which the menu is allocated, and releases the 
finger from the division area to which the menu is allocated, 
the input analysis unit may determine that the menu allocated 
to the division area at the released position has been selected. 
0019. The system may be applied to a character input 
system and applied to Hangul, English, Hindi, and Chinese. 
0020. The system may be applied to a mobile phone and 
may allocate character keys to division areas to which 
numeric keys are allocated in order to input a phone number 
into the mobile phone. 
0021. The system may be a Hangul input system, allocate 
a first character set one-to-one corresponding to the plurality 
of division areas, and if a division area to which the extension 
key is allocated is selected, newly allocate a plurality of 
characters to an extension area including division areas 
defined by the extension key. 
0022. A plurality of characters may be allocated to at least 
one division area, and a character to be input may be changed 
every time a division area to which the plurality of characters 
are allocated is selected, or a function key for selecting the 
plurality of characters may be allocated to at least one divi 
sion area, and if a division area to which the function key is 
allocated is selected after a division area to which the plurality 
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of characters are allocated is selected, a character to be input 
among the plurality of characters may be changed according 
to the number of selection counts of the division area to which 
the function key is allocated. 
0023 The first character set may be a character set without 
any vowels, and a character set including vowels may be 
newly allocated to division areas forming an extension area 
defined when at least one extension key is selected. 
0024. The extension area to which the characterset includ 
ing vowels is newly allocated may be formed by neighboring 
division areas forming a regular quadrilateral about a division 
area selected as the extension key. 
0025. A character set allocated when an extension key 
used to newly allocate the character set including vowels is 
selected may be formed by simple vowels. 
0026 Characters corresponding to and -- in the 
character set including vowels may be allocated to division 
areas located at corners in the regular quadrilateral forming 
the extension area. 

0027. When the extension key used to newly allocate the 
character set including vowels is selected, the character set 
formed by simple vowels may be allocated to the extension 
area, and the extension key used to newly allocate the char 
acter set including vowels is selected again, a character set 
formed by compound vowels may be allocated to the exten 
sion area. 

0028. A consonant may also be allocated to the division 
area to which the extension key used to newly allocate the 
character set including vowels is allocated, and when the 
division area to which both the extension key and the conso 
nant are allocated is selected, it may be analyzed that one of 
the extension key and the consonant has been selected accord 
ing to whether a current input sequence is for a consonant or 
a vowel. 

0029. The input unit may include a touch sensor, and when 
the user selects the extension key used to newly allocate the 
character set including vowels with a finger, drags the finger 
to division areas to which the simple vowels are allocated, and 
releases the finger, it may be analyzed that a compound vowel 
formed by combining simple vowels touched while dragging 
is input. 
0030. When a simple vowel allocated to the extension area 

is selected after the extension key used to newly allocate the 
character set including vowels is selected twice, it may be 
analyzed that a compound vowel of the selected simple vowel 
is input. 
0031 When two different simple vowels allocated to the 
extension area are selected after the extension key used to 
newly allocate the character set including vowels is selected 
twice, it may be analyzed that a compound vowel formed by 
combining the two selected simple vowels is input, and when 
the extension key used to newly allocate the character set 
including vowels is selected, a simple vowel allocated to the 
extension area is selected, and the extension key used to 
newly allocate the character set including vowels is selected 
again, it may be analyzed that a compound vowel of the 
selected simple vowel is input. 
0032. The system may be applied to a mobile phone, and 
the first character set may include a move key for changing 
an input position, a cancel key for cancelling an input of the 
latest input character, or a fortis-aspirate key for changing a 
consonant included in the first character set to a fortis or an 
aspirate. 
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0033. A division area to which a consonant is allocated 
among the first character set may have an extension key 
function, and when the division area to which a consonant is 
allocated is selected, the character set including vowels may 
be allocated to an extension area adjacent to the consonant. 
0034. When the division area to which a consonant is 
allocated is selected, vowels and a fortis and an aspirate of the 
consonant may be allocated to an extension area defined by 
the selected division area. 
0035. The system may be an English input system, a plu 
rality of characters may be allocated to each of the plurality of 
division areas, and when a division area to which the exten 
sion key is allocated is selected after one or more of the 
plurality of division areas are selected, a list of words appli 
cable by a combination of characters allocated to the selected 
division area may be allocated to the extension area and 
selected by the user. 
0036 When any one of the words allocated to the exten 
sion area is selected after the extension key is selected, it may 
be analyzed that the selected word and a space key are sequen 
tially input, and when the extension key is selected, any one of 
the words allocated to the extension area is selected, and the 
extension key is selected again, it may be analyzed that the 
selected word and a space key are sequentially input. 
0037. When the extension key is selected, one or more 
division areas to which a plurality of characters are allocated 
are selected, and the extension key is selected again, a word 
selected from words applicable by a combination of charac 
ters allocated to the selected division areas may be input as 
capital letters. 
0038) Numerals may also be allocated to the division areas 
to which a plurality of characters are allocated, and when a 
first division area of the division areas to which a plurality of 
characters are allocated is selected, a division area is allocated 
to the extension key, and a second division area of the division 
areas to which a plurality of characters are allocated is 
selected, a character corresponding to an order of a numeral 
allocated to the second division area among a plurality of 
characters allocated to the first division area may be input. 
0039. The division areas to which a plurality of characters 
are allocated may be selected in a drag method. 
0040. When the extension key is selected, any one of the 
words allocated to the extension area is selected, and the 
extension key is selected again, the selected word may be 
input, and symbols may be newly allocated to the extension 
area to be selected. 
0041. When the division areas to which a plurality of 
characters are allocated are sequentially selected, the input 
analysis unit may extract one word from a list of words 
including combinations of characters allocated to the selected 
division areas, and the output unit may temporarily output the 
extracted word. 
0042. When the combinations of characters allocated to 
the selected division areas are all the same in the words 
including combinations of characters allocated to the selected 
division areas, the output unit may output only characters 
except for the combinations of characters allocated to the 
selected division areas to the extension area. 

0043. When the extension key is selected, one or more 
division areas to which a plurality of characters are allocated 
are selected, and the extension key is selected again, a word 
selected from words applicable by a combination of charac 
ters allocated to the selected division areas may be input as 
capital letters. 
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0044) The system may be a Hindi input system, allocate a 
first characterset one-to-one corresponding to the plurality of 
division areas, and if a division area to which the extension 
key is allocated is selected, newly allocate a character set 
including vowels to an extension area including division areas 
defined by the extension key. 

Advantageous Effects 

0045 Since Hangul character input systems that are well 
known till present arrange vowels regardless of shapes of the 
Vowels to reduce finger movement as much as possible, it is 
difficult to support a user's intuition. However, the present 
invention designates consonants in the Korean alphabet as 
primary characters of keys to input a corresponding conso 
nant when each key is pressed for the first time and designates 
at least one key, except for the keys to which the consonants 
are designated, as a vowel enable key to input vowels, thereby 
minimizing the number of keys for the Korean alphabet. That 
is, both a consonant and a vowel can be input with a single key 
by enabling an input of the vowel even through the key to 
which the consonant has been allocated when the vowel 
enable key is pressed. As a result, the number of independent 
keys for only vowels is reduced, and accordingly, the total 
number of keys is reduced, resulting in minimizing a finger 
moving distance for inputting the Korean alphabet, which 
increases user convenience. This principle may also be 
applied to Hindi and Chinese, and in a case of disambiguity 
text input method, by setting a predicted word selection 
function key (extension key) corresponding to a vowel input 
enabling key of Hangul, a predicted word selection function 
and other various additional functions are performed to mini 
mize the number of keys required to input characters, and 
furthermore, it is easy to select a predicted word, thereby 
increasing user convenience and efficiency. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0046 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an information input 
system according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
0047 FIG. 2 is a conceptual schematic diagram of an input 
unit according to an embodiment of the present invention; 
0048 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an information 
input method according to an embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0049 FIG. 4 is a diagram for describing a case where the 
present invention is applied to a game system; 
0050 FIGS. 5 to 38 and 72 are diagrams for describing a 
case where the present invention is applied to input Hangul: 
0051 FIGS. 39 to 61 are diagrams for describing a case 
where the present invention is applied to input English; and 
0052 FIGS. 62 to 71 are diagrams for describing a case 
where the present invention is applied to input English. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0053 Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
will now be described in detail with reference to the accom 
panying drawings. 
0054 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an information input 
system according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
0055 Referring to FIG. 1, the information input system 
includes an input unit 110, an input analysis unit 120, and an 
output unit 130. 
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0056. The input unit 110 includes a plurality of division 
areas and detects whether a user selects each of the plurality 
of division areas. 
0057 The plurality of division areas may be formed with 
a gap between them or formed connected to each other in the 
entire area of the input unit 110. 
0.058 Whether each division area is selected may be 
detected by a method of detecting a press, a finger touch, or a 
touch and release on the division area. 
0059. Instead of detecting whether each division area is 
selected by any one of the methods, in a conventional keypad 
that is popularly used in mobile phones, for example, each 
key forming the keypad is separated from other keys. 
0060. When an input system, such as a touch pad or a 
touchscreen, detecting a touch of a user, the same effect as the 
keypad may be obtained by using a method of dividing the 
touch pad into a plurality of division areas and detecting 
which division area a user touched. 
0061 Even though the input unit 110 is formed using a 
means. Such as a touchpad or a touchscreen, to detectatouch, 
whether the user has selected a division area may be deter 
mined based on whether the user has pressed the division 
aca. 

0062 For example, whether the user has touched or 
pressed the division area may be determined by using a touch 
area of a finger of the user. 
0063. In a case of a device for determining a touch by 
using a change of electric charge amount, since the electric 
charge amount is proportional to a touch area, a press may be 
determined when a generated electric charge amount changes 
greater than or equal to a predetermined threshold, and a 
touch may be determined as usual when the generated electric 
charge amount changes less than the predetermined thresh 
old, and accordingly, whether the user has touched or pressed 
the input unit 110 may be determined with only a means for 
detecting a touch. 
0064. As another method, a pressure sensor for detecting a 
touch may be included below a means. Such as a touchpad. In 
this case, when the user presses the touch pad, the pressure 
sensor located below the touch pad may detect this pressure 
from the press of the touchpad. 
0065 FIG. 2 is a conceptual schematic diagram of the 
input unit 110 according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0066. As shown in FIG. 2, the input unit 110 includes a 
pressure sensor 202 below a touch detection sensor 201. The 
touch detection sensor 201, Such as a touch pad, can move 
upwards and downwards when the user presses the touch 
detection sensor 201. If the user presses the touch detection 
sensor 201 with a force greater than or equal to a predeter 
mined pressure, the pressure sensor 202 in a Switch form, 
which is below the touch detection sensor 201, is pressed, and 
accordingly, whether the user presses the touch detection 
sensor 201 can be detected. 
0067. As a moving method of the touch detection sensor 
201, the whole touch detection sensor 201 may be pressed 
without a slope, or the touch detection sensor 201 may be 
pressed with a slope, as shown in FIG. 2. That is, any direction 
or method in which the touch detection sensor 201 is pressed 
is not limited. 
0068. As another method, a touchpad may be arranged in 
the same format as a keypad. That is, by forming a surface of 
each of the keys forming the keypad with a means for detect 
ing a touch, whether the user has touched a key may be 
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detected, and when the key is pressed, whether the user has 
touched the key and whether the user has pressed the key may 
be simultaneously determined by a method of determining 
whether the key is pressed, which is included in the same 
method of detecting a press in the conventional keypad. 
0069. The input unit 110 provides information regarding a 
division area selected by the user to the input analysis unit 120 
according to whether the user has touched the input unit 110. 
pressed the input unit 110, or performed a touch and release 
on the input unit 110. 
0070. Whether the user has selected a specific division 
area may be determined based on only one criterion, Such as 
whether the user has touched the specific division area, 
pressed the specific division area, or touched the specific 
division area and then released a finger or the like from the 
specific division area. However, a determination criterion 
may vary according to an input form. 
(0071. This will be described in more detail with reference 
to embodiments below. 
0072 The input analysis unit 120 analyzes and determines 
information that the user is Supposed to input by using infor 
mation regarding a touch, a press, or a release with respect to 
each division area of the input unit 110. 
0073. That is, the input analysis unit 120 allocates a spe 

cific item to each division area of the input unit 110 and, when 
a specific division area is selected, analyzes that information 
allocated to the selected division area has been input. 
0074. In this case, an extension key for selecting one of a 
plurality of pieces of information is allocated to at least one of 
the plurality of division areas included in the input unit 110. 
and when the extension key is allocated, items allocated to the 
extension key are newly allocated to an extension area includ 
ing predetermined division areas. 
0075. In this case, it is preferable considering a finger's 
movement that a division area to which the extension key is 
allocated is excluded from the extension area and only divi 
sion areas adjacent to the division area to which the extension 
key is allocated are included in the extension area. 
0076. In this state, when the user selects a division area to 
which a newly allocated item is allocated, the input analysis 
unit 120 analyzes that information corresponding to the 
newly allocated item has been input. 
0077. If the number of pieces of information allocated to 
the extension key is greater than the number of division areas 
included in the extension area defined by the extension key, 
the input analysis unit 120 analyzes that a portion of the 
information allocated to the extension key is allocated to the 
defined division areas when the extension key is selected for 
the first time and the remaining information is newly allo 
cated to the defined division areas when the extension key is 
selected again, thereby analyzing that information allocated 
to a division area selected by the user has been input. 
0078 If it is determined that the extension key is set, new 
information is allocated to the division areas defined by the 
extension key, and a single piece of information has been 
input according to the user's selection of a division area to 
which new information is allocated, the input analysis unit 
120 allocates the originally allocated information to the divi 
sion areas to which the new information is allocated. That is, 
initialization is performed. 
0079 Besides, when all information allocated to the 
extension key can be allocated to the division areas included 
in the extension area eventhough the extension key is selected 
only once since the number of division areas included in the 
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extension area defined by the extension key is the same as the 
number of pieces of information to be newly allocated to the 
division areas, if the extension key is selected again, the 
division areas may return to an original state. 
0080. The information allocated to the division areas 
defined by the extension key may be always fixed or variably 
defined according to the extension key. This will be described 
in detail through exemplary embodiments. 
I0081. An extension key may be allocated to any one or 
some of the plurality of division areas. 
I0082 In addition, every time an extension key is selected, 
an extension area including division areas to which new infor 
mation is allocated may be differently set according to each 
extension key. 
I0083. The output unit 130 may be available when the input 
unit 110 is particularly embodied in a touch screen form. 
I0084. When the input unit 110 is embodied in a touch 
screen form, the output unit 130 outputs division areas on a 
screen to correspond to locations and sizes of division areas of 
the input unit 110 and displays information allocated to each 
of the division areas. 
I0085. When the input unit 110 is embodied in a touchpad 
or keypad form, since information allocated to each key or 
each division area of the touch pad can be displayed on the 
keyboard layout or touch pad, the output unit 130 is not 
necessarily required. 
0086. In this case, even when information allocated to 
each division area is output to the screen, all division areas 
may be displayed, only information on which kind of infor 
mation is currently allocated to a division area selected by the 
user, or a mark indicating that a specific extension key has 
been selected may be output only if the specific extension key 
is selected. 
I0087 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an information 
input method according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. 
I0088 Referring to FIG. 3, if a user selects a specific divi 
sion area through the input unit 110 including a plurality of 
division areas (operation 301), the input analysis unit 120 
determines whether the selected division area is a division 
area to which an extension key is allocated (operation 302). 
0089. If the selected division area is not a division area to 
which an extension key is allocated, the input analysis unit 
120 analyzes that an item allocated to the selected division 
area has been input (operation 307). 
0090. Otherwise, if the selected division area is a division 
area to which an extension key is allocated, the input analysis 
unit 120 allocates new items to an extension area defined by 
the extension key (operation 303), and if it is determined that 
a division area belonging to the extension area has been 
selected (operation 304), the input analysis unit 120 analyzes 
that an item newly allocated to the division area belonging to 
the extension area has been input (operation 305). 
0091. Otherwise, if the division area to which an extension 
key is allocated is selected again (operation 308), the input 
analysis unit 120 newly sets new items to the extension area 
(operation 303) to allow the user to newly select a new option. 
0092. After the division area to which an extension key is 
allocated is selected, if the division area to which an extension 
key is allocated is selected again, or if no division areas 
belonging to the extension area are selected, i.e., if a division 
area except for the extension area is selected, it is considered 
that the user has selected the division area to which an exten 
sion key is allocated by mistake, and the input analysis unit 
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120 invalidates a reallocation process defined by the exten 
sion key and analyzes that information allocated to the last 
division area selected by the user has been input (operation 
305). 
0093. When this one input process is completed, it is deter 
mined whether an additional input is performed (operation 
306), and if so, the above-described operations are repeated. 
0094. The input system and input method according to the 
present invention may be used in various fields. 
0095 Representative application fields are input systems 
in game systems and character input systems in mobile 
devices Such as mobile phones and Personal Digital Assis 
tants (PDAs). 
0096. Hereinafter, exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention will be described with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings. 

First Embodiment 

0097 FIG. 4 is a diagram for describing a case where the 
present invention is applied to a game system. 
0098 FIGS. 4() and 4() illustrate a case where an input 
system used in the game system is embodied in a form of a 
touch pad 400, wherein each quadrangle identified by a 
dashed line indicates a division area. 

0099. In addition, it is assumed that division areas 401, 
402,403, and 404 are division areas to which an extension key 
is allocated. 

0100 When a user desires to select or execute a specific 
menu while playing a game in a drag method on a touchpad, 
the user selects any one of the division areas 401, 402, 403, 
and 404 based on the menu to be selected or executed. 

0101 The selection of a division area may be achieved by 
a simple touch, by releasing a finger from a location of any 
one of the division areas 401, 402, 403, and 404 in a touch 
state, or by pressing any one of the division areas 401, 402. 
403, and 404. 
0102) To recognize that the selection is achieved when the 
finger presses any one of the division areas 401, 402,403, and 
404, a threshold may be previously set to discriminate a touch 
from a press according to a touch area, as described above, or 
a pressure sensor may be placed below the touch pad, as 
shown in FIG. 2. 

0103) If the user selects the division area 401, division 
areas 405 and 406 to which no information is allocated before 
then belong to an extension area, and a first menu and a 
second menu are allocated to the division areas 405 and 406, 
respectively. 
0104. In this state, if the user selects the division area 405 
or 406, a corresponding menu is selected and executed. 
0105. A method of selecting the first menu or the second 
menu may also be performed by any one of a touch, a press, 
and a release. 

0106 When the second menu is selected, the most conve 
nient method may be recognizing that the second menu has 
been selected when the user presses the division area 401 to 
which the extension key is allocated, moves (drags) a fingerto 
the division area 406 to which the second menu is allocated in 
a touch state, and then releases the finger from the division 
area 406. 
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0107 Hereinafter, embodiments applicable to Hangul 
input systems are mainly described. 

Second Embodiment 

0.108 FIG.5 shows an example in which the present inven 
tion is applied to an input system of a typical mobile phone, 
wherein an extension key is allocated to only a 5’ key 501, 
and FIG. 6 shows examples in which characters are newly 
allocated to an extension area when the extension key 501 is 
selected. 

0.109 As shown in FIG. 5, characters allocated to division 
areas (keys) for the first time do not include any Vowels, and 
vowels are allocated only when the extension key is selected. 
0110 That is, the extension key is used as a vowel input 
enabling key. When the extension key is selected in a charac 
ter input mode, division areas to which 1, 2, 3, 4, 5’, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 keys are allocated are used as an extension 
area defined by the extension key to allocate a vowel to each 
of the division areas. 

0111. As described above, when the vowel input enabling 
key, i.e., the extension key, is selected, it is preferable that the 
extension area to which characters are reallocated may 
include division areas, which are adjacent to the Vowel input 
enabling key and Surround the vowel input enabling key in a 
regular quadrilateral. In this case, there is an advantage that a 
Vowel can be input while minimizing a finger's movement 
after pressing the Vowel input enabling key. 
0112. In the case of FIG. 5, consonants are arranged by 
designating frequently used , O, and A letters to 
corresponding keys to be easily input, wherein all related 
consonants can be input by pressing each key up to three 
times. That is, T is input by pressing the 1 key three times, 
and and I are input by pressing the 4 key two times 
and three times, respectively. 
0113 Vowels are not designated to the keyboard layout 
shown in FIG. 5, and to input a vowel, the 5' key, which is the 
vowel input enabling key 501 defined as an extension key, is 
first pressed, and then another key is pressed, thereby input 
ting a corresponding vowel. This input methodisillustrated in 
FIG. 6. FIG. 6() illustrates a vowel arrangement of a case 
where the 5 key is the vowel input enabling key, wherein 

, -, -, and -- are designated to its surrounding 2. 
4, 6, and 8 keys instead of originally designated conso 
nants, and - , , -, and are alternately designated to 1. 
3, 7, and 9 keys corresponding to corners. The surround 

s ing key designation arrangement of the Vowels - , , , 
-, -, and enabled when the vowel input enabling 

key is pressed is not limited to FIG. 5(), and a user or a device 
manufacturer may change this arrangement discretionally. 
However, the reason for designating as shown in FIG. 5() is 
only to intend to arrange - on the left, on the right, 
on the top, and -- on the bottom in the order of left to right 
and top to bottom according to the order of Vowels, and this 
does not limit the configuration of the present invention. 
Thus, the vowels may also be arranged as shown in FIGS. 6( 
) and 6( ). Furthermore, these simple vowels may also be 
arranged in a certain form other than the cross form around 
the vowel input enabling key. In addition, -, which is nota 
simple vowel, is also included into the vowel arrangement, 
which is an example to show that a compound vowel can be 
included to remove the inconvenience that - and I are 
consecutively input. 
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0114. A method of inputting simple vowels using the 
vowel input enabling key has been described. In the case of 
Hangul, compound Vowels F, , , and T. in addi 
tion to the simple vowels shown in FIG. 6, must be able to be 
input. However, the input of the compound vowels F, d, 

, and T cannot be performed with the vowel arrange 
ment shown in FIG. 6, so these compound vowels can be input 
using the Vowel input enabling key, as described as follows. 
0115 A first method for inputting compound vowels is a 
method of inputting compound vowels by changing keys to 
which simple vowels are designated to input the compound 
vowels when the vowel input enabling key is first pressed 
twice, as shown in FIG. 7(). FIG. 7() shows an arrangement 
for a user to easily recognize by arranging H and H in the 
same direction as E and , respectively, and arranging H 
and below and , respectively, together with F , , 

, and even though H. H. H. and | are not 
compound vowels. i.e., they have 3 or more strokes. FIGS. 7( 
) and 6() illustrate arrangements available with inputtable 
vowels. Further, a vowel group additionally inputtable when 
the Vowel input enabling key is pressed three times may be 
designated and arranged. 
0116. However, since making the user memorize a number 
of cases may cause inconvenience, it is preferable that Vowels 
are easily input by reducing the number of presses as much as 
possible, arranging only associated vowels, and inputting 
compound vowels by combinations of simple vowels. 
0117 For example, as shown in FIG.7(), even though | 
can be input by pressing the vowel input enabling key twice 
and pressing the 9 key, when character input automata are 
configured so that I may also be input by sequentially 
inputting (pressing the 6' key after pressing the Vowel 
input enabling key twice with reference to FIG. 6() and FIG. 
7()) and I (pressing the 3 or 9 key after pressing the vowel 
input enabling key once with reference to FIG. 6(), a user may 
select one of the two methods, and a convenient method 
depending on a user can be selected. 
0118. That is, methods for minimizing the number of key 
presses and a finger movement distance are simultaneously 
provided to novices who select the easily perceived method of 
sequentially inputting and I and experts who select the 
method of directly inputting ||. 
0119 For example, a key pressing order to input ok or in 
a keyboard layout shown in FIG. 6() and FIGS. 7() is 6-5-5-4. 
Comparing this key pressing order with a key pressing order 
of 6-5-4 to input ok, the first pressing of the 5' key enables 
a simple vowel input extension function, and the second 
pressing of the 5' key enables a function of changing a simple 
Vowel enabling state to a compound vowel enabling state. 
0120 That is, as described above, when the compound 
Vowel enabling state is enabled by pressing the Vowel input 
enabling key twice, keys to which simple vowels are desig 
nated are changed to keys to which corresponding compound 
Vowels instead of the simple vowels are designated, and a 
compound vowel is input instead of a corresponding simple 
Vowel by pressing any of the keys. That is, in the case of the 
pressing order of 6-5-5-4, OF or is input. 
0121 5-X indicates a simple vowel -, -, -, --, 

, or I, and 5-5-X indicates a compound vowel F , 
i. ill, or II. 
0122 5-X (X is an arbitrary key, and when X is not the 
“5” key, 5-X indicates a single vowel, and when X is the 5’ 
key, a Subsequent key is checked, and a vowel designated to 
the Subsequent key is input) is analyzed as a simple vowel, 
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and 5-5-X is analyzed as a compound vowel. Thus, in the 
automata configuration, the 5 key and a Subsequent key are 
analyzed as a single key to achieve an input of a vowel. 
I0123. If the 5' key is pressed three or more times, every 
first two times of key pressing is ignored to analyze the key 
pressing as once or twice, thereby allowing a function of the 
Vowel input enabling key to be able to perform cyclic desig 
nation in an order of simple vowel-ecompound 
vowel-simple vowel according to the number of key 
presses. 
0.124. Alternatively, if the 5' key is pressed three or more 
times, the third pressing may be used to change a vowel input 
enabling state to a vowel input disabling state. This is a 
method of correcting a case where a user presses the Vowel 
input enabling key by mistake although the user desires to 
input a consonant, i.e., a method of inputting a consonant by 
pressing the vowel input enabling key twice. That is, the 
Vowel input enabling key is used as a cancel button. 
0.125. When a vowel input is achieved by using the vowel 
input enabling key according to an embodiment of the present 
invention, it is preferable that the output unit 130 displays the 
vowel input enabling state on a screen as shown in FIG. 8 
when the vowel input enabling key is actually pressed. As 
described above, when the input unit 110 is embodied using a 
keypad or the like, since characters allocated keys forming the 
keypad and characters allocated when an extension key is 
selected can be marked by printing or other methods, a user 
can input Hangul without much inconvenience by informing 
the user of whether the extension key is selected at present, 
i.e., whether the keyboard layout is in a vowel input state. 
0.126 That is, when the user presses the vowel input 
enabling key, if the Vowel input enabling state can be identi 
fied on a screen such that the vowel input enabling state is 
identified by marking a background color of a pointer (cursor) 
from transparent to yellow as shown in FIG. 8, it can be 
determined whether a Subsequent key is to input a consonant 
or a vowel. That is, if there is no such a mark of the vowel 
input enabling state, the user may be confused. 
I0127. In particular, as shown in FIG. 9, if a method of 
discriminating a simple vowel input enabling state shown in 
FIG. 8 (set the background color of the pointer to a yellow 
color) from a compound vowel input enabling state shown in 
FIG. 9 (set the background color of the pointer to a red color) 
is provided, the user may perform a more correct vowel input. 
I0128. Although input states are discriminated from each 
other by changing background colors in FIGS. 8 and 9, the 
discrimination of input states may also be performed by a 
method of changing a shape of the pointer from a parentheses 
bundle form to a quadrangle form and informing of the simple 
Vowel input enabling state when the number of quadrangles is 
1 and of the compound vowel input enabling state when the 
number of quadrangles is 2. 

Third Embodiment 

3-1 

I0129 FIG. 10 is a diagram for comparing a conventional 
input system with the input system according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0.130 FIG. 10( ) shows a keyboard layout of a Naratgul 
input system patented with Korean patent No. 10-0291838, 
and FIGS. 10() and () show a keyboard layout in a case where 
a vowel input enabling key 701 is applied to the Naratgul 
input system after only vowels are removed except for con 
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Sonants from the original arrangement in which characters are 
allocated by introducing the concept of an extension key 
(vowel input enabling key) according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0131. It can be determined at one glance that four keys ( 
- - ), (LT), (), and (-) required to input vowels in the 
Naratgul input system are reduced to three keys, and as a 
result, it is shown in principle that a finger's movement can be 
significantly reduced by arranging an add stroke key and a 
double write (fortis) key to the 4 key and the 6' key, 
respectively, in the keyboard layout according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention using a total of 9 keys, in 
comparison with the Naratgul input system using a total of 12 
keys. A key pressing order for inputting a word g will now 
be described as an example for a Naratgul input system to 
which the present invention is applied. 
0.132. According to the Naratgul character input system 
shown in FIG. 10(), a numeric key pressing order is: 
0133 2->*->il->7->6. 
0134. In this case, g is input by selecting L by press 
ing the 2 key, changing L to by pressing a key to 
add a stroke, changing to a double consonant D by 
pressing a # key, inputting by pressing the 7 key, and 
finally inputting O by pressing the 6' key. The total num 
ber of key presses is 5, and if it is assumed that a distance 
between keys is 1, a finger moving distance calculated in the 
method shown in FIG. 10 is 9.63. 
0135 According to a modified Naratgul character input 
System to which the Vowel input System according to an 
embodiment of the present invention is applied, as shown in 
FIG. 10(), a numeric key pressing order is: 
0.136 2->4->6->5->4->9 (a case of FIG. 10()). 
I0137 In this case, g is input by selecting Liby press 
ing the 2 key, changing L to by pressing the 4 key, 
changing to a double consonant D by pressing the 6 
key, inputting by sequentially pressing the 5 and '6' keys 
to select a vowel , and finally inputting O by pressing 
the 9 key. The total number of key presses is 6, and if it is 
assumed that a distance between keys is 1, a finger moving 
distance calculated in the method shown in FIG. 7 is 7.8. 
0.138. That is, while the key presses increases by 1, a finger 
moving distance decreases by about 20%. This provides a 
method of inputting the entire Korean alphabet with a total 
number of 9 keys in the keyboard layout shown in FIG. 7. 
0139 Moreover, since additional functions can be added 
to the remaining 3 keys in a keyboard layout having 12 keys 
because the Korean alphabet can be input with the 9 keys, 
efficiency can increase overall. For example, instead of press 
ing a menu key or a move key to input a space (), a period 
(..), or a question mark (?), the # key or the * key that has 
been used as the add stroke function or the 'double write 
(fortis) function in the existing Naratgul input system can be 
used instead, thereby increasing convenience of the keyboard 
layout. This is a comparing point essential for an actual text 
input in addition to the number of key presses and a finger 
moving distance required to input the Korean alphabet. 
0140. Further, an advantage of the present invention is that 
since Korean words can be input with a total number of 9 
keys, characters can be easily input without looking at a 
keyboard layout after a user is familiar with the keyboard 
layout, resulting in convenience of one-hand manipulation. 
0141. As described above, the input system according to 
an embodiment of the present invention has advantages that a 
limited number of division areas can be used with ease and a 
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finger moving distance can also be shortened by setting char 
acters initially allocated to division areas as characters except 
for vowels and setting characters allocated to division areas 
included in an extension area when an extension key is 
selected, as characters including vowels or as only vowels. 

3-2 

0.142 FIG. 11 is a diagram for comparing a conventional 
input system with the input system according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0.143 FIG. 11 () shows a keyboard layout of a Cheonjin 
character input system, and FIGS. 11() and () show a key 
board layout in a case where a vowel input enabling key 801 
is applied to the Cheonjin character input system after only 
Vowels are removed except for consonants from the original 
arrangement in which characters are allocated by introducing 
the concept of an extension key (vowel input enabling key) 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
0144. By applying the concept of an extension key (vowel 
input enabling key) according to an embodiment of the 
present invention to a Cheonjiin keyboard layout shown in 
FIG.11(), all keys corresponding to Cheon (meaning sky: ), 
Ji (meaning earth: -), and In (meaning person: ) required to 
input vowels can be used for other functions, as shown in 
FIGS. 11() and (). Accordingly, a consonant collision prob 
lem and a space' key problem of the Cheonjin character 
input system can be solved by applying corresponding func 
tions to keys of the keypad. 
(0145 Since FIG. 11 shows a formatin which a move key 
(final consonant key: 6' key) or a menu key (0 key) is 
arranged in the center of the keypad, user convenience 
increases. 
0146 The consonant collision problem, an inconvenience 
of Cheonjiin, can be solved by pressing the final consonant 
key after inputting a consonant corresponding to a final con 
Sonant so that the same key can be input next by an input 
cursor moving to a next column. For example, the final 
consonant key corresponds to a move key of the Cheonjin 
keypad input system, and since pressing the final consonant 
key twice may act as the space key, the same result as 
substantially moving the move key to the center of the 
keyboard layout is obtained. 
0147 For example, to input a word Dao according to 
the present invention, a key pressing order is: 
0.148 4-4-5-4-4-5-7-4-4-6-4-5-6-5-3. 
0149 For the Cheonjiin Korean character input system, a 
key pressing order is: 
(O150 0-0-1-2-0-3-0-0-(move key)-0-2-1-1. 
0151. According to this example, while the number of key 
presses except for the move key is greater in the present 
invention than in the Cheonjin character input system, a 
finger moving distance significantly increases in the Cheon 
jin character input system in that a user waits long or presses 
the move key located outside an area to which a character 
input keypad is allocated to input O after inputting a syl 
lable S. 
0152 That is, a big reason for increasing the finger moving 
distance in the Cheonjin input method is that the move key 
has to be pressed due to a consonant collision, and since no 
Vowels are initially arranged in the keyboard layout according 
to the present invention, an item corresponding to the move 
key can move to an area for inputting a character. 
0153. In addition, while a finger moving distance signifi 
cantly increases in the Cheonjin character input system in 
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which consonants O and are designated to the 0 key 
farthest from Vowels, according to the present invention, the 
move key for Solving the consonant collision problem is 
designated to the 6' key located at the center of the keypad, 
and keys for vowels are unnecessary, resulting in designating 
O and that have been designated to the 0 key to the 
4 key. As a result, all keys are adjacent to the center of the 
keyboard layout, and thus, any movement to a next key can be 
perceived by a keyboard layout touch sense of a finger even 
without visually sensing the keyboard layout, so an input 
speed increases and a character input can be achieved not by 
a motion of the entire hand but by thumb motion, thereby 
providing further convenience. This is a remarkable advan 
tage of a 9-key input method of the present invention. 
0154) In the embodiments (3-1) and (3-2) described 
above, comparing with the Cheonjin character input method 
and the Naratgul character input method that are two well 
known representative character input methods, the present 
invention is configured to designate a consonant and a vowel 
to the same key and enable vowels by an extension key instead 
of keys to which Vowels are designated and other keys to 
which consonants are designated. 
0155 Conventionally, since keys to which consonants 
forming an initial consonant are allocated and keys to which 
Vowels forming a middle Vowel are allocated are separately 
located at the left and right or top and bottom in most cases 
according to the characteristic of Hangul which is formed by 
an initial consonant, a middle Vowel, and a final consonant, a 
finger must frequently move to the top and the bottom or to the 
left and the right. However, according to the present inven 
tion, since consonants and vowels are not separately 
arranged, a finger moving distance for inputting an initial 
consonant and a middle Vowel or inputting a middle Vowel 
and a final consonant relatively decreases, thereby reducing 
much more a finger's motions than other Hangul input meth 
ods. 
0156 FIG. 12 shows graphs of presses count data and 
finger moving distance data with respect to Hangul input 
methods representatively applied to mobile phones available 
in the market, which are disclosed on the Internet (http:// 
rock1209.tistory.com/296). As can be determined at one 
glance, a finger moving distance in the keyboard layout 
shown in FIG. 11 is shorter than any other method. 
0157. This can be easily understood in principle because 
any input can be performed with 9 keys, which is the purpose 
of the present invention, as clearly shown in FIG. 12. 
0158. In a case of Cheonjiin, which is considered as most 
convenient by users at present, even though the arrangement 
of Vowels moves to the center to reduce a finger moving 
distance while the number of key presses is not changed as in 
the present invention, the finger moving distance is reduced to 
37.2 (+C. C. denotes a finger moving distance for pressing the 
move key due to consonant collision) while the number of 
key presses is not changed as 37 (there is an error in the data 
of FIG. 12), but still, the number of key presses and the finger 
moving distance are 10% and 20% more than those in the 
keyboard layout of FIG. 11, respectively, which clearly shows 
that convenience of the modified keyboard layout of Cheon 
jin is lower than that of the keyboard layout according to the 
present invention. 
0159. It can be understood by the data of FIG. 12 that 
convenience in use increases more than that of any other 
current keyboard layout when the understanding on vowels is 
achieved. In particular, mean finger moving distances (finger 
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moving distance according to one press action) shown in FIG. 
12 show the reason why users feel that the Cheonjin charac 
ter input method of Samsung is convenient. That is, while the 
Cheonjin character input method of Samsung provides con 
Venience that users can easily look for and move to a next key 
because a finger moving distance after pressing a key once 
corresponds to a size of a single key, users cannot easily look 
for and move to a next key and feel Naratgul difficult to use 
because a mean finger moving distance is almost double a 
distance between two keys unless the users are familiar with 
the Naratgul character input method. However, according to 
the present invention users can more easily look for and move 
to a next key than the Cheonjin character input method 
because a mean finger moving distance is 0.86, which is less 
than 1. That is, the reason to enable a character input with 9 
keys is shown, and since the 9 keys can be dealt with only 
thumb motion in terms of ergonomics, users can perform an 
input without looking at the keyboard layout. Examples in 
which functions added by excluding vowels from initially 
arranged characters can be introduced to an input system 
having a limited number of division areas will now be 
described. 

Fourth Embodiment 

4-1 

(0160 The current embodiment relates to consonant 
arrangement to which the Vowel input method according to 
the present invention is applied, wherein consonants are 
arranged by designating one or two consonants to each key 
considering the number of actually used frequencies but des 
ignating a consonant having a higher use frequency (FIG. 14) 
as a main character so that the main character is input when 
each corresponding key is pressed once, and an arrangement 
order of the consonants is a Hangul consonant order so that 
users can easily become familiar with the arrangement order. 
0.161 Thus, as shown in FIG. 13, consonant arrangement 

is performed to input all consonants by designating , 
LC, E, O , , MA, and 5 to the 1, 2, 
3, 6, 7, 8, and 9 keys, respectively, and designating a 
function required to input fortis' besides these consonants to 
the 4 key. Since a finger press action of the 9 key to which 
is is designated is unnatural compared to other keys, it is 

preferable that both A and A are designated to the 8 
key located in the center area of the keyboard layout. Accord 
ingly, since there is no Substantial difference in an input of 
7 except for an increase in the number of key presses by 1 
to an input of N, it is preferable that N is arranged in the 
center row of the keyboard layout. 
0162. Likewise, by designating only one character to the 
7 key to which is designated for the same reason as the 
9 key, convenience in inputting is provided. 
0163 Aspirates , E. I, and 7 are designated 
as last characters to the keys to which , , , and 
A are designated, respectively. That is, and I are 
input by pressing twice the 1 and 7 keys to which and 

are designated, respectively, and E and rare input 
by pressing three times the 2 and 8 keys to which and 
A A are designated. By doing as So, conditions for input 

ting all consonants are satisfied with the 9 keys, resulting in 
easily inputting a Hangul character with one finger. 

4-2 

0164. In addition to the embodiment (4-1), in order to 
prevent a case where such a collision between consonants that 
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in Z7 must be input as a final consonant of a first 
syllable and an initial consonant of a second syllable, FIG. 15 
illustrates a consonant arrangement method of newly desig 
nating Land designated to the 2 key to the 1 key to 
which is designated and the 3 key to which E is 
designated, respectively, and allocating a function of the 
move key to the 2 key to which Land have been 
designated in order to reduce the entire finger movement by 
preventing a finger from moving to the move key by allo 
cating the function of the move key to a separate key. 
0.165 Vowel arrangements applied to the cases of the con 
sonant arrangements shown in FIGS. 13 and 15, correspond 
to FIGS. 6() and 7(), respectively. If L and are 
separated from each other and combined with 1 and , 
respectively, an increase in the number of key presses is 
predicted. Thus, as a method of possibly separating Land 

from and , respectively, a method of allocating 
the move key function to the “4” key (marked as ** in FIG. 
13() by which a fortis function is performed is provided. 
0166 Since a case where a consonant collision actually 
occurs is less frequent than a case where each key is used, by 
enabling the move key function when the fortis function key 
is pressed twice, Lof which a use frequency is the second 
highest can be designated as a first character of the 2 key. 
(0167. The designation of a “** key for performing the 
fortis function to the 4 key is for reducing a finger moving 
distance since all the consonants , , , A, and 
A requiring the fortis function are arranged on the left. 

Likewise, the reason why A and Aare designated to the 
same key is that it is advantageous to designate only as to 
the 9 key as described above, and another reason for desig 
nating only's to the 9 key is to allow A to be as near as 
possible to the ** key. 
(0168 The *** key for performing the fortis function per 
forms not only a fortis change function for changing to 

but also a function for preventing a consonant collision 
occurring by designating a final consonant and a Subsequent 
initial consonant to the same key. For example, when a word 

7 is input, to input L of ZF and of CF, the 
move key must be pressed after L is input in the keyboard 
layout of FIG. 13, and this function of the move key is 
performed by the ** key. That is, a key pressing order to 
input 7 is: 
(0169. 1-5-4-2-4-2-5-4 
0170 (+++ O + L--** + L------ 
O). 
0171 Although double displaying of * indicates repeti 
tion of the same consonant in the fortis change function, the 
** key performs the function as the move key to prevent a 
consonant collision, it can be understood to mean allowing 
another consonant to be input. When the same consonant is 
input next to a fortis, pressing the ** key results in the same 
effect. 

(0172 Although ZFC can be input by pressing the ** 
key once since L does not have a fortis, in a case of 
used as a final consonant and an initial consonant in 27 . 
since T corresponding to a fortis is input by pressing the 
** key, pressing the ** key once causes an error. Thus, to 
allow the ** key to perform the consonant collision preven 
tion function and the fortis change function, by allowing the 
** key to perform the function of preventing a consonant 
collision between a final consonant and an initial consonant 
when the ** key is pressed once and perform the fortis 
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change function when the ** key is pressed twice, a case in 
which both functions are possible as in the case of ZF7 can 
be prevented. 
0173 Thus, a configuration of the present invention is that 
the ** key performs the function of preventing a consonant 
collision between a final consonant and an initial consonant 
and the fortis change function by pressing the ** key once 
and twice, respectively. 

4-3 

0.174. Unlike the embodiment described above, conve 
nience in inputting further increases using the specialty of 
O in the Hangul consonants by allowing O to perform the 
function of the ** key of FIGS. 13 and 15, which corre 
sponds to the double consonant function described above. 
0.175 When Hangul was invented, O used as an initial 
consonant was used as an element for Supporting a form of a 
Vowel without a substantial Sound value by discriminating 
O used as an initial consonant from O used as a final 
consonant. That is, O cannot be used between consonants. 
A core of a configuration of the current embodiment is to use 
this characteristic. 

0176 That is, when Z7 is input in a keyboard layout 
shown in FIG. 16, a problem that a final consonant of a 
first syllable z and of a second syllable 7 must be 
input by pressing the same 1 key can be solved by inputting 

twice in a method of first pressing the 1 key to input 
, pressing the 4 key, and pressing the 1 key again. 

0177. If the 1 key is consecutively pressed twice without 
pressing the 4 key corresponding to O. F. is input 
without inputting twice. Therefore, the 4 key corre 
sponding to O acts as the move key to prevent only a 
consonant collision without a substantial input of O 
between consonants. Further, pressing twice the 4 key cor 
responding to O between consonants changes a first con 
Sonant to a fortis to perform a function of inputting a double 
COnSOnant. 

0.178 Since O cannot be consecutively input twice 
between consonants, the double consonant input function can 
be performed by pressing the 4 key twice besides the move 
key function. For example, in the keyboard layout of FIG. 15, 
a key pressing order for inputting the is 7-4-4-5-6-3-4-3-6, 
wherein the '4' key is pressed twice to input H of a first 
syllable, and in order to prevent a situation that the 3 key 
is Supposed to be consecutively pressed twice, the '4' key is 
pressed between the 3 keys to be consecutively pressed 
because an initial consonant of a second syllable is the same 
as a final consonant of the first syllable. Since this method 
does not actually affect an input of O , by allowing O to 
perform both the move key function and the double conso 
nant input function, the vowels and -, which can be input 
by pressing the Vowel input enabling key in the keyboard 
layout of FIG. 9, can be used together with the consonants. 
Thus, since I, which has the highest use frequency among 
the Vowels, can be input by one press action, a total number of 
key presses can be reduced, resulting in an increase in input 
ting efficiency. Further, by designating and - 1502 to 
keys to which and - have been designated in the keyboard 
layout of FIG.9, four press actions for each two vowels -- 
- and L - can be reduced to two press actions to input 
each of -- and 1502, and furthermore, as shown in FIG. 
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16(), each of -r and H 1503 can be input by three press 
actions, resulting in much increase in inputting efficiency. 

4-4 

0179 Another embodiment of the present invention is a 
consonant arrangement method to prevent a consonant colli 
sion (a case where a final consonant of a certain syllable and 
an initial consonant of a Subsequent syllable are designated to 
the same key) occurring in a multi-tap method in which 
several consonants are designated to a single key and sequen 
tially input according to a pressing order. 
0180 For this consonant arrangement method, the present 
invention defines a separate selection function key. A function 
of the selection function key allows selection of a non-pri 
mary character except for a primary character designated to 
each key. 
0181. According to a keyboard layout of FIG. 17(), since 
only primary characters are displayed on their corresponding 
keys, a primary character is input when its corresponding key 
is pressed, and a non-primary character is input when the * 
key, the selection function key, is pressed after its correspond 
ing key is pressed. 
0182 For example, '-' is input by pressing the * key 
after pressing a key corresponding to . Likewise, is 
input by pressing the * key twice after pressing the key 
corresponding to 1. Thus, in the keyboard layout of FIG. 
17(), primary characters and non-primary characters desig 
nated to their corresponding keys are as below. Characters in 
parentheses are the non-primary characters arranged in order. 
0183 * 1 key- (, Tl), 2 key L, 3 key ( 
E f ), 
0184 3 key—, 6 key— 
0185. 7 key—H (i, H), 8 key—M (AA), 9 key— 
7. ( 7. f W ), 

0186 '0' key-O (as ). 
0187. In a case of keypad mobile phones having 12 keys, 
the * or '#' key may act as the selection function key, and this 
may be determined according to user convenience. In a key 
board layout having this consonant arrangement, an input of 
Hangul is the same as described in the second embodiment for 
keypad mobile phones, and an input of consonants is the same 
as described above. 

Fifth Embodiment 

5-1 

0188 When the input unit 110 according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention includes a device for detecting 
a touch of a user, Such as a touch pad or a touch screen, the 
present invention allows an initial consonant and a middle 
vowel to be input by a touch and drag. That is, both the 
consonant and the Vowel can be simultaneously input as a 
syllable. 
(0189 As an example with reference to FIG. 13, 7} is 
input in an existing keypad mobile phone by pressing the 1 
key corresponding to , pressing the 5 key having the 
Vowel input enabling function to input , and then pressing 
the “4” key. 
0190. By comparing an input device formed by a virtual 
keyboard using a touch sensor with Such a keypad mobile 
phone, 7 is input by one motion by touching an area cor 
responding to the 1 key to input , moving a finger to an 
area corresponding to the 5 key in a state where the finger is 
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touching the touch sensor (a screen of a touch screen mobile 
phone) to enable the Vowel input enabling function, moving 
the finger to an area corresponding to the 4 key in the finger 
touching state, and releasing the finger from the touch sensor. 
0191 In this case, three touches are replaced by one touch, 
resulting in a remarkable increase in an input speed. If c is 
desired to be input in this syllable input method, L is input 
by touching an area corresponding to the 2 key for the first 
time, touching the area corresponding to the 2 key once 
again, moving a finger to the area corresponding to the 5 key 
in a state where the finger is touching the touch sensor (a 
screen of a touch screen mobile phone) to enable the vowel 
input enabling function, moving the finger to the area corre 
sponding to the 4 key in the finger touching state, and 
releasing the finger from the touch sensor. 
0.192 That is, a stroke method in which a desired vowel is 
selected without releasing a finger from the touch sensor in a 
state where a selection of an initial consonant has been 
achieved can be used. 

0193 In a case of a simple vowel, a syllable having a form 
of consonant--simple vowel can be input by selecting a 
consonant, enabling the Vowel input enabling function in a 
finger touching state, moving the finger to a key area corre 
sponding to the simple vowel, and releasing the finger. 
0194 However, unlike simple vowels, a compound vowel 
cannot be input by one stroke. Thus, a compound vowel can 
be input by selecting a consonant, moving a finger to the area 
corresponding to the 5 key in a finger touching state to 
enable the Vowel input enabling function, enabling a com 
pound vowel input enabling state by releasing the finger from 
the touch sensor, touching an area corresponding to the com 
pound vowel in this state, and releasing the finger from the 
touch sensor. 

(0195 For example, ‘OF is input by touching an area cor 
responding to the 6' key corresponding to O , moving a 
finger to the area corresponding to the 5 key in a finger 
touching state, releasing the finger from the touch sensor, 
touching the area corresponding to the 6' key (correspond to 
F in this case), and releasing the finger from the touch 
sensor. That is, since the case of OF has the same stroke 
trajectory as a case of a simple vowel OF or except for a 
finger release on the area corresponding to the 5 key in the 
middle (what is verb here?), an input of a compound vowel 
can be easily input. This example is only to show that a vowel 
configuration of the present invention can allow a simulta 
neous input of consonant--vowel to be performed in the 
stroke method. Thus, the current configuration is to complete 
a consonant input even without releasing a finger from the 
touch sensor for the consonant input in the character input 
method that uses a virtual keyboard. 

5-2 

0196. An input method obtained by combining the 
embodiment (5-1) and the embodiment (4-4) is illustrated in 
FIG. 18. 

(0197). As shown in FIG. 18, when OF7FM is input, a first 
syllable OF is input by starting from a state of touching o' 
key with a finger, moving the finger to an area corresponding 
to a vowel input enabling key (+), moving the finger to an area 
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corresponding to a key to which - is designated, and 
releasing the finger from the touch sensor. 
(0198 A second syllable 7 is input by starting from a 
state of touching a key with a finger, moving the finger to 
the area corresponding to the Vowel input enabling key (+), 
moving the finger to the area corresponding to the Okey to 
which - is designated, and releasing the finger from the 
touch sensor. 

(0199. The last syllable is input by touching a a key, 
releasing a finger from the touch sensor, touching a key to 
change the input character A to A , moving the finger to 
the area corresponding to the vowel input enabling key (+) in 
a finger touching state, moving the finger to an area corre 
sponding to the key to which I is designated, and 
releasing the finger from the touch sensor. 
0200. In FIG. 18, a dark circle indicates a touch-release 
(hereinafter, a dark circle indicates a touch-release action 
with respect to a touchscreen and a press action with respect 
to a keypad) and a curve indicates a moving path in a state of 
touching a touch sensor with a finger, wherein a starting point 
of the curve indicates a touch start point, and an arrow head 
indicates a touch end point. 

5-3 

0201 
of inputting OF on a keypad. 
(0202) Inafirst method, as shown in FIG. 19(), ‘OF is input 
by touching and releasing a O key (), touching and releas 
ing a vowel input enabling key twice (), and touching and 
releasing a key (). Here, since the touch-release action is 
the same as a press-release action on a keypad mobile phone, 

FIG. 19 is a diagram for comparing another method 

a process of inputting OF on the keypad mobile phone is the 
same as FIG. 19(). 
0203 However, since curves having an arrow head in 
FIGS. 19C) to 19() indicate movement in a state of touching 
a touch sensor with a finger, this method cannot be applied to 
keypads and is only applicable to virtual keyboard systems 
using a touch sensor. In FIG. 190), a process is to input O. 
a process is a simple vowel enabling process, and a process is 
a compound vowel enabling process and E’ input process. If 
a touch-release of the key immediately after the process 
is done, OF is input. However, since a first touch point in the 
process is an area corresponding to the vowel input enabling 
key, the process has the same effect as processes and in FIG. 
18(), which are performed at the same time. Thus, this makes 
an effect of omitting a touch-release action once, resulting in 
an increase in inputting efficiency. 
0204 Likewise, a process in FIG. 19C) has the same effect 
as processes and in FIG. 18(), and a process in FIG. 19() has 
the same effect as processes and in FIG. 19(), resulting in an 
effect of omitting a touch-release action twice. 

Sixth Embodiment 

6-1 

0205 Like the consonants, in the case of vowels also, a 
simple vowel can be changed to a compound vowel by using 
the selection function key. 
0206 FIG. 20 illustrates this embodiment, wherein an 
input of OF and an input of OF involve the same trajectory 
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and the same touch-release action but finally performing a 
touch-release of the selection function key to input OF . 
0207. This is considering that the user inputs a vowel in the 
same manner as a selection of a consonant, simply having an 
advantage by inputting OF and OF in the same trajectory 
and the same touch-release action but finally performing a 
touch-release of the selection function key to input OF , and 
providing a method of correcting an error input of OF with 
only the touch-release of the selection function key without 
correcting the error input of OF in the first place even though 
OF is input by mistake in the processes of FIGS. 19() to 19( 

). 
0208. In addition, as shown in FIG. 17, a method of per 
forming a touch-release on an area corresponding to the 
selection function key after inputting a simple vowel shown in 
FIG. 17 to input its corresponding compound vowel is pro 
vided. This method is a method of performing a touch-release 
on an area corresponding to the *key after inputting or - 
to input - and performing a touch-release on the area 
corresponding to the key after inputting -, -, -, or 

to input F. , , or 'T', respectively. In the 
syllable input method, although a finger's movement in a 
finger touching state, which is indicated by a curve of FIG. 19. 
cannot be applied to keypad mobile phones, a function of 
changing a vowel that can be input when the Vowel input 
enabling key is touched once (a vowel group shown in FIG. 
17()) to a vowel that can be input when the vowel input 
enabling key is touched twice (a vowel group shown in FIG. 
17()) may be embodied using the * key. 

Seventh Embodiment 

7-1 

0209. The embodiment (7-1) of the present invention pro 
vides a method of selectively inputting 21 vowels of Hangul 
at one time by touching the area corresponding to the Vowel 
input enabling key up to three times instead of a combination 
of simple vowel+simple vowel or compound vowel+ 
simple vowel or considering that the area corresponding to 
the vowel input enabling key has been touched three times. 
0210. As shown in FIGS. 21 (), 21 (), and 21 (), this is a 
method of selectively inputting a simple vowel group (8 char 
acters - , , , --, -, , , and H FIG. 21 () by touching the 
Vowel input enabling key once, selectively inputting a com 
pound vowel group (7 characters -, -, L, TT, - , , and 
H-FIG. 21 () by touching the vowel input enabling key 
twice, and selectively inputting a complex vowel group (6 
characters -, -, -, -, -, and H-FIG. 21() by touch 
ing the Vowel input enabling key three times. As shown in 
FIG. 21 (), 10 consonants are arranged around the vowel input 
enabling key, and unlike a selection function key 1602 of FIG. 
17, when a consonant is input in the multi-tap method and a 
* key is used for the function of the move key for prevent 
ing a consonant collision in the consonant arrangement of 
FIG. 21, the * key and the vowel input enabling key can be 
combined to reduce the number of vowel input enabling key 
touches. 
0211 That is, without touching the vowel input enabling 
key three times to input a vowel in the complex vowel group, 
a vowel in the complex vowel group can be selected with two 
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touches by touching the * key and then touching a vowel 
input enabling key 1901. As a result, the * key 1902 corre 
sponds to two touches of the vowel input enabling key 1901, 
thereby decreasing the number of key touches. 
0212. This can also be applied to keypad mobile phones, 
providing a method of replacing the inconvenience that the 
vowel input enabling key must be pressed three times with 
two touches (* key once+vowel input enabling key once). 
0213. In FIG. 21, since a function of the * key is the 
function of the move key for preventing a consonant colli 
sion, even though the * key between consonants performs 
movement of an input space, when a vowel is input immedi 
ately after the *key, the *key performs a function pressing 
the vowel input enabling key twice instead of the movement 
of an input space. 
0214. However, even though a touch-release of the key 

is performed in the virtual keyboard input method that uses a 
touch sensor, the complex vowel group must not be displayed 
on a screen unless the Vowel input enabling key is touched 
because a consonant key may be input after the *key. If the 
* key of FIG. 21 performs a function of the selection func 

tion key 1602 as in FIG. 17, the * key cannot have an effect 
of touching the Vowel input enabling key twice. 
0215. This is because an input of a simple vowel and an 
input of a complex vowel undergo the same process since a 
case where the vowel input enabling key must be touched 
after a touch-release of the * key to input a simple vowel 
may occur when the * key performs the function of the 
selection function key, resulting in a contradiction that two 
functions are performed by the same process. 
0216 FIG.22 shows a vowel arrangement when the key 
board layout of FIG. 21 is changed to a horizontal mode. An 
advantage of vowel input enabling keys 1901 and 2101 in the 
keyboard layout of FIGS. 21 and 22 is to provide a method of 
selectively inputting a symbol. Such as a period, a comma, or 
a question mark, at one time like a simple vowel in a touch 
state or a touch-release state of the Vowel input enabling key 
as shown in FIG. 21 () or FIG. 22( ) even without using a 
symbol input keyboard layout by forming a separate menu 
key existing on a typical virtual keyboard using a touch sensor 
and touching the menu key with a finger. 
0217. In the case of keypad mobile phones, 2, ... or , is 
input by pressing the Vowel input enabling key and then 
pressing o, N, or as in the case of FIG. 21, and in the 
case of FIG. 22, by pressing , , or s, a symbol is 
input instead of a corresponding consonant. 

7-2 

0218. The embodiment (7-2) of the present invention pro 
vides a method of using the Vowel input enabling key instead 
of the * key used in the method of reducing the number of 
Vowel input enabling key presses (the number of touches on a 
virtual keyboard using a touch screen) in the complex vowel 
input method provided in the configuration of the embodi 
ment (7-1). 
0219. As shown in FIG. 23 ( ), instead of an action of 
consecutively pressing the Vowel input enabling key twice to 
input a compound vowel (two touch-release actions in the 
touch screen method), a compound vowel can be input by 
inputting a simple vowel () and then pressing the Vowel input 
enabling key once more (). 
0220 However, when a compound vowel ( E . . . . 
L, TT , , , or ) is input by the method of FIG. 

23(), a method of consecutively inputting each simple vowel 
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forming a compound vowel cannot be performed in terms of 
an automata configuration. For example, when and - 
are desired to be consecutively input to input + , interms of 
the automata configuration of FIG. 23, and are input 
as a result instead of - . 
0221) That is, in the keyboard layout shown in FIG. 23(), 
the key must be pressed after pressing the vowel input 
enabling key to input , and then the key must be 
pressed after pressing the Vowel input enabling key to input 
F. However, since the vowel input enabling key press action 
to input causes a process of changing the input vowell 
to its corresponding compound vowel instead of causing 
the vowel input enabling function, the last pressed key 
causes the consonant to be input as it is. 
0222. Thus, as shown in FIG. 23(), it is preferable in a case 
of complex vowels to use, as described above, a method of 
consecutively pressing a vowel input enabling key twice and 
then selecting a division area to which a corresponding com 
plex vowel is allocated. 

7-3 

0223. In a case of inputting a complex vowel, to increase 
intuition of a user in complex vowel arrangement, a method of 
pressing all simple vowels forming the complex vowel even 
though the number of key presses increases may be used. 
0224 For example, for a method of inputting -- and I 
to input -t, the automata configuration shown in FIG. 23() 
may be changed to that shown in FIG. 24(-1). 
0225. That is, when the vowel input enabling key is 
pressed twice, two keys pressed thereafter are used to input a 
character corresponding to a vowel. 

Eighth Embodiment 
8-1 

0226. In the fifth embodiment, an example in which an 
initial consonant and a middle Vowel can be easily input by a 
touch and drag action has been described. 
0227. Although only a case where the middle vowel is a 
simple vowel has been described in the fifth embodiment, a 
complex Vowel. Such as -, -, T. H. J. H., or -, can be 
input in a similar action. 
0228. This will be described in association with the fifth 
and seventh embodiments. 
0229. The key pressing method applied to the keypad key 
board layout of FIG. 23 can be applied to a touch screen as it 
is, and a case where a drag action is further used to reduce the 
number of key touches is shown in FIG. 25. 
0230 FIG. 25() shows that two touches can be replaced by 
one drag action as a method of inputting - , as well as FIG. 
23(), and FIG. 25() shows that It can be input by one drag 
action and a Subsequent touch-release action. 
0231. Further, FIG. 25(-1) shows that each of all com 
pound vowels can be input by one drag action. However, an 
error in the input described with reference to FIG. 24(-1) has 
a higher probability of occurring than that of FIG. 24(). 
0232. The reason is because an end point of a drag action 

is clear in FIG. 25(). That is, in FIG. 25(), a simple vowel is 
correctly determined, and accordingly, a compound vowel is 
also correctly determined. However, although FIG.25(-1) has 
an advantage that an action is not disconnected, a finger may 
pass through and - together with -- during an actual 
finger drag action. Thus, FIG. 25(-1) is suitable for a case 
where a moving trajectory is correctly achieved like a stylus 
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pen, and is not preferable for a case where a moving trajectory 
is incorrectly achieved like a finger. 
0233 Finally, FIG. 25() shows that a complex vowel is 
input by one touch-release action and a Subsequent drag 
action. A characteristic of FIG. 25() is that an input complex 
vowel is determined by a combination of simple vowels cor 
responding to start and end points of the drag action. 

8-2 

0234 FIG. 26 shows an example of inputting ( ), 
SR (and -1), and 2 () in a drag method when a vowel 
arrangement by the extension key is the same as FIG. 25, and 
in detail, FIG. 26() shows a process of inputting G2, FIG. 
26() shows a process of inputting R. FIG. 26() shows a 
process of inputting 9H, and FIG. 26(-1) shows a process of 
inputting by inputting G2 and performing a touch 
release of the Vowel input enabling key once more to input the 
compound vowel S. 
0235 Comparing FIG. 26( ) with FIG. 26(-1), since a 
finger moving trajectory shown in FIG. 26() naturally passes 
through an area corresponding to - or other than direct 
movement from an area corresponding to the vowel input 
enabling key to an area corresponding to , a confusion 
with a process of inputting OF or ol’ may be caused. How 
ever, even though a finger moving trajectory shown in FIG. 
26(-1) passes through the area corresponding to F or in 
the middle, only if a finger is released at a position, the 
Vowel input enabling key is touched again after S2 is cor 
rectly input, so a more correct input is possible. 
0236 Unlike compound vowels, an advantage of complex 
Vowels is that an endpoint of a drag action is clear, so passing 
points in the middle are not dealt with a big problem. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 26(), when Q is input, a finger 
passes through not only but also and F during a drag 
action, and in this case, since an endpoint corresponds to H. 
only is a vowel that can be combined with H, and 
therefore, an input error that may occur in FIG. 23(-1) is not 
a problem. 
0237. An advantage of the drag action as shown in FIG. 26 
allows a touch-release action to be omitted, thereby inputting 
each of all vowels by one drag action, and this input method 
is illustrated in FIGS. 27 and 28. 
0238 A difference between FIGS. 27 and 28 is only that 
the arrangement of consonants and vowels is a vertical mode 
and a horizontal mode, respectively, and methods of inputting 
simple vowels, compound vowels, and complex vowels are 
the same except for a direction difference of 90°. 
0239. As described above, the method of inputting con 
Sonant--Vowel according to the current embodiment pro 
vides a method of easily inputting Hangul with one drag 
action only if users are familiar with positions of the 8 simple 
Vowels and, guarantees a correct vowel input since areas of 
Vowel keys defining a trajectory are exemplarily defined. 
0240. When a user performs a drag action on the input unit 
110, the input analysis unit 120 according to an embodiment 
of the present invention may understand 1) that characters 
allocated to all division areas that have been touched during 
the drag action have been selected or 2) that only characters 
allocated to division areas determined as a touch greater than 
a predetermined area have been selected. 
0241. In addition, when the characters allocated to all divi 
sion areas that have been touched during the drag action are 
sequentially input, the input analysis unit 120 may understand 
3) that only characters that can make a syllable have been 
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selected or 4) that a character allocated to a first selected 
division area and a character allocated to a division area 
selected in a finger release action have been selected and that 
only characters that can make a syllable by being interposed 
between the first selected character and the last selected char 
acter have been selected from among characters allocated to 
division areas that have been touched in the middle. 

0242. In this case, the first selected character may indicate 
a character selected for the first time to input an initial con 
sonant or a middle vowel. In a case of the middle vowel, the 
Vowel input enabling key, which is the extension key or a first 
touched character after the vowel input enabling key is 
touched, may be considered as the first selected character. 
0243 When the input analysis unit 120 makes a determi 
nation in the method of 3), to input a complex vowel at one 
time in the drag method, arrangement of Vowels capable of 
preventing a misunderstanding at most is important. 
0244. For example, when SH is input in the past example, 
there is a disadvantage that it may be unclear whether l or 

H has been input when I exists at a position of F. 
0245. To minimize this misunderstanding, when the 8 
Vowels F, , , --, -, . H. and I corresponding to simple 
Vowels are arranged about the vowel input enabling key, 
and -- must be arranged in corner areas of a regular quad 
rilateral, as shown in FIGS. 27 and 28, to input any of all 
simple vowels, compound vowels, and complex vowels with 
one drag action. 
0246. If and -- are arranged in corner areas, any 
complex vowel cannot be input by a combination of simple 
vowels displayed on the screen. This will be described with 
reference to FIG. 30. FIG.30() shows that and -- are 
arranged in corner areas, wherein even though or -- is 
selected by passing through an adjacent area to input go or 
sp., a vowel that can be made by such a trajectory is only 

ge or sp. . 
0247. However, when and -- are not arranged in 
corner areas, as shown in FIGS. 30() and 30(), a contradic 
tion in the character input automata configuration by which 
two vowels are input by a trajectory for inputting a vowel in a 
corner area is caused. 
0248 For example, FIG.30() shows a finger's movement 
for inputting 'I', wherein a trajectory allows an area of Ol' to 
be actually selected without passing throughan area of O or 
S2, thereby correctly completing an input of ol. However, 

since a probability of making the trajectory is almost 0 
(Zero), a finger's movement actually follows a trajectory 
instead of the trajectory. In this case, since L that is not 
intended is input, there is Substantially not a method of input 
ting , and if the trajectory is designated to input , a 
trajectory for inputting cannot be a trajectory connecting 

to , and another trajectory must be made. However, 
since this violates the intuition that a complex vowel input 
method must be a trajectory connecting simple vowels form 
ing a complex vowel, this causes a difficult problem, and 
drawing such a trajectory violating intuition on the screen is 
actually impossible, and a user must memorize each of Such 
trajectories, or if the user cannot memorize any of Such tra 
jectories, this causes inconvenience that the user must study 
how to use the input system. 
0249. This also appears in FIG.30(). That is, even though 
the Vowel is not arranged in a corner area, there is no 
problem as shown by trajectories and of FIG.30(). However, 
the Vowel -- causes a problem because a trajectory for 
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inputting overlaps with a trajectory for inputting a complex 
vowel 9), as shown by a trajectory of FIG. 30(). 
0250 Thus, in a case of a simple vowel arrangement as 
shown in FIG.30() or 30(), and in particular, when and 
-- are not arranged in corner areas, at least one of and 
-- cannot be allowed for a trajectory for inputting a com 

plex vowel including or -t- to connect or -t- to 
each simple vowel to form a corresponding complex vowel. 
0251 Optionally, - may be considered as a complex 
Vowel so that - is input by a trajectory connecting - and 
I. To do this, since - also corresponds to a first simple vowel 
forming the complex vowel -, - must be arranged in a 
corner area as well as and -- . However, as shown in 
FIG.30(), only if - is arranged to face, there is no problem 
eventhough - is not arranged in a corner area. Since a simple 
vowel for forming a complex vowel with - is only I, even 
when simple vowels except for - are arranged around '-'. 
there is no problem. 
0252) However, unlike -, since and -- must be 
away from a vowel in addition to and H for -- and 

F and H for , that is, since each of and -- must 
be away from 3 vowels, there is no method of arranging the 
simple vowels in Such a way that L is away from F. H. 
and I and - is also away from , , and I. That is, a 
principle of the current configuration is that and -- 
must be arranged in corner areas unlike '-'. Only if both 
and -- are arranged in corner areas, even though the 
remaining simple vowels are arranged anywhere, when a 
complex vowel is input by a drag action, the drag action does 
not collide with any trajectory for inputting a simple Vowel. 
0253) When only one of and -- is inevitably 
arranged in a corner area, only if vowels that cannot form a 
complex vowel with the one not arranged in a corner area are 
arranged in adjacent left and right areas or adjacent upper and 
lower areas, there is no problem, either. 
0254. However, when only one of and -- is 
arranged in a corner area, even though drag actions for input 
ting a complex vowel cannot be formed, unlike shown in 
FIGS. 27( ) and 28( ) in which trajectories for inputting 
similar complex vowels are formed on a direct line, this not a 
fundamental problem. Thus, the current configuration pro 
vides a method of inputting any of all consonants and vowels 
by one touch by moving a finger along necessary consonants 
and vowels on a virtual keyboard in a touch type input device. 
0255 FIG.29 shows that the drag input methods described 
above can one-to-one correspond to the keypad press actions 
shown in the second embodiment, wherein numerals denote a 
pressing order. 
0256 That is, keypad press actions corresponding to the 
simple vowel G2, the compound vowels, and the com 
plex vowel g of FIGS. 26(), 26(), and 26() are shown in 
FIGS. 29(), 29(), and 29(), respectively. However, while the 
same keypad press action is performed for FIGS. 26() and 
26(-1), two keypad press actions may be performed for FIG. 
26(), as shown in FIGS. 29() and 29(-1). FIG. 29(-1) shows 
a method according to the configuration of FIG. 23, and FIG. 
29() shows a method according to the configuration of FIG. 
24(-1). 

s 

s 

Ninth Embodiment 

0257 The ninth embodiment provides a method of allo 
cating the Vowel input enabling key to two keys, thereby 
making an input of Vowels more convenient. 
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0258 As shown in FIG. 31, when key arrangement is 
achieved long in a horizontal direction, a finger's movement 
for inputting vowels is inconvenient with one vowel input 
enabling key. To overcome this, by arranging vowel input 
enabling keys 2901 and 2902 on the left and the right, respec 
tively, a vowel input can be easily performed, and when the 
key arrangement as shown in FIG.31 is provided, both hands 
(both thumbs) are naturally used in general, thereby minimiz 
ing fingers (thumbs) movement to make an input easy. 
0259 Furthermore, since consonant selection keys 2903 
and 2904 are arranged on the left and the right, respectively, a 
non-primary character designated to each key can be easily 
selected, and various functions can be performed with a '(a) 
key 2905 located in the center. For example, the (a key 2905 
can be designated as a space or cancel key, and can be used 
as a menu key for inputting various symbols by adding an 
extension function thereto. 

Tenth Embodiment 

0260 The tenth embodiment relates to an example in 
which an extension key is not allocated to a specific division 
area, wherein it is determined according to a user's gesture 
whether the extension key is selected. 
0261 For example, when a consonant is input, ifa finger is 
released after the finger moves by a predetermined direct 
distance from a point at which the finger has first touched a 
touch sensor, the function of the vowel input enabling key is 
enabled (this direct distance corresponds to a radius of a circle 
of which the center point is the first touch point, and an area 
outside the circle having the radius is a vowel input enabling 
area). 
0262. A consonant is selected as a character designated to 
a key of a virtual keyboard, the key corresponding to a posi 
tion at which a finger first touches the touch sensor, and if the 
finger is released from the key in this state, another consonant 
is Supposed to be input, and if the finger is released after 
moving by a predetermined distance from the first touch 
position, a vowel input window is enabled, thereby ready to 
input a vowel (if this distance is too short, the vowel input 
window may be enabled by accidental movement of the fin 
ger, and if the distance is too long, it is inconvenient to enable 
the vowel input window, so the distance may be set by a user 
according to convenience of the user). 
0263. This will be described with reference to the key 
board layout of FIG. 21. As shown in a consonant input 
window of FIG. 21 (), when 3H is input by using only one 
finger, without the current configuration, a user must undergo 
Such inconvenience that a finger touches the touch sensor area 
to which is is designated, moves to the vowel input 
enabling key to touch the vowel input enabling key and enable 
a vowel input window (FIG. 21 (), and returns to an area to 
which the vowel H is designated. 
0264. However, with the current configuration, the user 
can simply input 5 by moving the finger to a key area to 
which H is designated in a state of touchings, releasing 
the finger from the touch sensor, and touching the key area to 
which H is designated again (however, in this case, a finger 
moving distance for vowel input enabling must be set shorter 
than a distance from a key area to which is is designated to 
the key area to which H is designated). 
0265. Furthermore, the current configuration provides an 
advantage that both hands can be used to input a vowel des 
ignated to a right area of the touch sensor after inputting a 
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consonant designated to a left area of the touch sensor, 
thereby providing a method of increasing both convenience 
and efficiency in inputting. 
0266. Without the current configuration, inconvenience 
that a finger must move from the left to the right or from the 
right to the left in a state where the finger is touching the touch 
sensor is caused. 
0267 For example, 7 is input by touching an upper left 
area to which is designated with a left thumb, moving the 
left thumb by a distance longer than the direct distance for 
enabling the vowel input window, releasing the left thumb, 
and touching a touch sensor area to which H is designated 
with a right thumb. Likewise, II is input by touching 
with the right thumb, moving the right thumb by a distance 
longer than the Vowel input enabling radius, releasing the 
right thumb to enable the Vowel input window, and touching 
an area to which II is designated with the left thumb without 
moving a finger by a long distance to input, move to the 
Vowel input enabling key, and the area to which is desig 
nated, thereby removing the inconvenience caused by moving 
one finger by a long distance. 
0268 Thus, when a character input is performed accord 
ing to the current configuration, a finger moving distance is 
reduced, and the finger moving distance is further reduced 
with both hands. 

Eleventh Embodiment 

0269. In the above described embodiments, only examples 
in which no character is allocated to a vowel input enabling 
key that is an extension key and new characters are allocated 
to an extension area have been described. 
0270. However, a specific character can also be allocated 

to the extension key, as illustrated in the eleventh embodi 
ment. 

0271 According to the eleventh embodiment, the exten 
sion key is allocated to a division area corresponding to the 
consonant , wherein is input in a consonant input 
stage, and a function of the extension key is performed in a 
Vowel input stage. 
0272. In detail, as shown in FIG. 32, a vowel input is 
achieved along a trajectory made by a finger about a key area 
to which is designated, wherein a vowel input method 
follows the principle shown in FIGS. 27 and 28. A consonant 
is input by a touch-release action on each corresponding key 
aca. 

0273. However, any offortis and aspirates, e.g., and 
11, can be input by inputting and then touching an 
aspirate, fortis' key to sequentially change to 

- - - - 1. 
(0274. In more detail with reference to FIG.32, 7} is input 
by touching a key area, moving a finger to a key area 
to enable a vowel keyboard layout, moving the finger to a - 
key area, and releasing the finger to simultaneously input 
land. That is, when a finger starts to touch a consonant, 

passes through the key area, and is released from a 
desired vowel key area, the consonant corresponding to the 
first touch key area and the last selected vowel (a complex or 
compound vowel is determined according to movement of the 
finger in a state where the vowel keyboard layout has been 
enabled) are input. 
0275. However, in the case of , when a finger touches 
the key area and is released from the same position, only 

is input, and if it is desired that a vowel is input together 
with , this is achieved by moving a finger to the desired 
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vowel key area on the vowel keyboard layout enabled when 
the key area is touched and releasing the finger from the 
desired vowel key area in the same method as the other 
consonants. Thus, the concept of the current configuration is 
that while is input when a first position at which the touch 
sensor is touched is the key area, the vowel keyboard 
layout is enabled without inputting when a finger moves 
to the P key area in a state of touching another consonant 
key area. In addition, since the key cannot be used when 
only a vowel is input, a method of allocating a separate vowel 
key 3101 may be provided, wherein even when the vowel key 
is touched, the vowel key is enabled to input only a vowel. 

Twelfth Embodiment 

0276. In the twelfth embodiment, a case where each key 
performs the extension key function will be described. 
0277. That is, although only the vowel input enabling key 

is used as the extension key in the above embodiments, an 
example in which each division area to which a correspond 
ing consonant is allocated also performs the function of the 
extension key will be described in the twelfth embodiment. 
0278 A plurality of character sets are allocated to division 
areas, and when a user selects a specific division area, a 
plurality of characters allocated to an extension key of the 
division area are allocated to division areas belonging to an 
extension area defined by the extension key. 
0279. In this case, no character may be allocated to a 
division area to which an extension key is allocated (i.e., the 
division area is excluded from an extension area), or a char 
acter may be allocated to a division area to which an extension 
key is allocated as well as other division areas belonging to an 
extension area (i.e., the division area is included in the exten 
sion area). 
0280 FIG. 33 shows an example in which a character is 
also allocated to a division area to which an extension key is 
allocated. 
0281 FIG.33 shows an example in which a fortis and an 
aspirate corresponding to each extension key are allocated to 
each corresponding extension area, and performs the 
function of the Vowel input enabling key too, as described in 
the eleventh embodiment. 
0282. A direction of an extension area of each division 
area may be freely determined by a system designer except 
for discriminating a consonant input according to the current 
configuration from a vowel input. That is, when a vowel 
corresponding to a fortis or an aspirate is extended from its 
corresponding simple consonant and selected, if a finger 
passes through the key area, it may cause a confusion 
with a vowel input, so it is preferable that a keyboard layout is 
arranged as shown in FIG.33 to avoid the confusion. 
0283 As shown in FIG.33(), when 7that is an aspirate 
of N and KR that is a fortis of A are orthogonally 
arranged, a finger's movement for selecting W is reduced 
in comparison with FIG.33(). 

Thirteenth Embodiment 

0284. The thirteenth embodiment has a feature in that a 
consonant and the extension key function are allocated to 
each division area, and when each extension key is selected, 
Vowels in addition to a fortis and an aspirate of a consonant 
allocated to its corresponding division area are allocated to an 
extension area defined by the extension key so that a user can 
select a fortis or aspirate and a vowel at one time. 
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0285. As shown in FIG. 34(), when a virtual keyboard in 
the touch input method can secure enough space to provide a 
spare space of one column on the left and the right of 12 key 
areas to which consonants are allocated, the current configu 
ration is applicable to the virtual keyboard. 
0286. This will be described with reference to FIG. 34. A 
keyboard layout of the virtual keyboard before a finger 
touches thereon has an arrangement in which consonants are 
allocated to 10 keys, as shown in FIG.34(). If a key area 
is touched in this state, the Vowel arrangement according to 
the ninth configuration of the present invention is displayed 
around the key area (refer to FIG.34()), and in this state, 
an input of a desired vowel is achieved by a drag action, as 
shown in FIGS. 27 and 28, thereby simultaneously inputting 
a consonant and a vowel by one touch. 
(0287. If 7 or 7 is desired to be input, a syllable to 
which - or 'T is combined instead of is input by 
moving a finger to a key area (refer to FIG.34()) or 11 
key area (refer to FIG. 34()) to perform a drag action for a 
vowel input in a state of touching the key area. 
0288 FIG. 35 shows arrangements of vowels and conso 
nants corresponding to and H, and FIG. 36 shows 
arrangements of Vowels and consonants corresponding to 
A and N. FIGS.37 and 38 show extended arrangements 
of vowels and consonants corresponding to O and is . 
Here, O does not have a fortis or aspirate to be extended, 
unlike , , , A, and A. However, in the consonant 
arrangement shown in FIG. 33, a space for extending and 
arranging vowels is insufficient fors. To complement this, 
a method of designating as as an extended consonant of 
O and arranging a keyboard layout as shown in FIG. 37 to 
input a vowel together or allocating an extended is key 
3701 to the 's key to display a vowel arrangement when a 
finger moves to an area of the extended 's key 3701 in a 
finger touch state on the as key to input a vowel together 
may be provided. 
0289 Thus, a simultaneous input of consonant-i-vowel 
according to a vowel arrangement around each consonant key 
area, as shown in FIGS. 34 to 38, more effectively increases 
the advantages of the present invention, thereby enabling an 
input of every consonant and vowel by one touch. 

Fourteenth Embodiment 

0290 The fourteenth embodiment relates to fortis and 
aspirate keys. In the above described embodiments, the fortis 
and aspirate keys are input by inputting a consonant and then 
changing the input consonant to a fortis or aspirate. This 
causes a decrease on continuity when a simultaneous input of 
consonant--Vowel is desired according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0291 Thus, according to the fourteenth embodiment, 
when a fortis and aspirate key is touched after a simultaneous 
input of consonant--Vowel is performed, the already input 
consonant is changed to a fortis or aspirate. 
0292 For example, after 7 is input by simultaneously 
inputting and by a drag action, if the fortis and 
aspirate key is touched, the already input syllable 7 is 
changed to 7, and if the fortis and aspirate key is touched 

s once more, z is changed to 7. 
0293 Thus, changes of E , 

E. A W. M. and 
A. tr KR A are achieved even after a 
Vowel is input. 
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0294 Further, a change of O to as may beachieved in 
the same method. For example, if the fortis and aspirate key is 
touched after O is input, o is changed to al. Further 
more, if the fortis and aspirate key is touched after a is 
input, 3 is changed to O. again. 
0295) This configuration has an advantage in that an action 
for selecting a fortis or aspirate of a consonant, which is 
shown in FIGS. 33 to 38, is omitted, and a consistent action is 
maintained by touching the fortis and aspirate key. That is, a 
user does not have to worry about positions of and 11 
any more only if the user memorizes a position of , and 
furthermore, the user does not have to worry about positions 
of E. D. A. H. W. A. W. and as , caus 
ing an advantage that a character input is much simpler. 
0296. The input system according to an embodiment of the 
present invention is applicable to not only Hangul but also 
systems for inputting foreign languages, such as English and 
Hindi. 
0297 First, in the case of English, since a consonant fre 
quently comes immediately after a consonant, a separate 
Vowel input enabling key, as in the case of Hangul, may not be 
a big advantage. 
0298 Instead, when a word prediction input system is 
introduced, the concept of an extension key of the present 
invention may be a very convenient tool in a character input. 
0299. According to the word prediction input system, 
when a plurality of characters are allocated to a single divi 
sion area, words that can be made by combining characters 
allocated to a division area selected by a user are predicted 
and displayed to the user and if the user selects one of the 
words, the selected word is input. 
0300 That is, there is a difference in that an input is 
achieved on a word basis instead of character basis. 
0301 In this case, the kinds of words that can be made by 
combining characters allocated to a division area selected by 
the user are allocated to an extension area defined when the 
user selects an extension key, the user may select a division 
area to which a word to be input among the words is allocated 
to input the word desired by the user. 
(0302) Detailed examples will be described with reference 
to the accompanying drawings. 

Fifteenth Embodiment 

0303 According to a typical English keyboard layout for 
keypad mobile phones, as shown in FIG. 39(), a text symbol 
is designated to the 1 key (or QZ(a) may be designated to 
the 1 key, and text symbols may be divided and designated 
to corresponding keys through a mode change), and 26 letters 
are designated to the 2 to 9 keys. In a configuration of the 
current embodiment, symbols or characters are not desig 
nated to one of the numeric keys in order to allow the key to 
perform an extension key function for selecting a predicted 
word. 
0304. An example in which the 5' key is designated as an 
extension key to satisfy this purpose for user convenience as 
well as Hangul will be described below. The letters are des 
ignated to the 1 key to the 9 key except for the 5 key 3801 
to which no character is designated, like the Vowel input 
enabling key of Hangul, (numeral 5 can be designated 
thereto) so that the 5' key 3801 acts as a function key for 
simply selecting a predicted word instead of being used to 
input a character. While the vowel input enabling key is used 
to input a vowel in Hangul, the extension key 3801 corre 
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sponding to the vowel input enabling key may be used for the 
selection of a predicted word and a text symbol input in a 
predictive text input method. 
0305 An example in which an extension key is applied to 
a touch type virtual keyboard system is shown in FIG. 40. 
FIG. 40 shows a stage of inputting am in a process of 
inputting a sentence I am a boy. in a touch screen type input 
device. When T9 of Nuance, which is a well-known predic 
tive text input system, is referred to (www.t9.com), ifa touch 
release action of a finger on the 1 key ( 1. a, b, and care 
designated thereto) and the 6' key (6', m, n, and o' are 
designated thereto) in a virtual keyboard 3903 to input am 
(hereinafter, when the virtual keyboard input system using a 
touchscreen or a touchpad is shown in FIGS. 40 to 61, a dark 
circle denotes a touch-release action, and a line with an arrow 
denotes a drag action in which its tail part indicates a first 
touch point and its arrow head indicates a release point. This 
is the same marking method as shown in FIG. 25, the number 
of predicted numerals and words is 5, such as 16, an’, am, 
co, and 'an, that are listed in predicted word list window 
3902, and an having the highest usage frequency is tempo 
rarily input to input window 3901 (refer to FIG. 40()). As 
shown in FIG. 40, a word input into the input window is 
displayed with an underline, which indicates that the word 
input into the input window is a temporarily input word and a 
word prediction state is still maintained. 
0306 Thereafter, when a finger touches the extension key, 
moves to the 3' key by a drag action in a non-releasing state, 
and releases the finger from the 3 key, am is finally input 
(refer to FIG. 40()), and a space key is touched to input 
space in this state (refer to FIG. 40()). 
0307. A method of inputting space through the space key 
that is shown in FIG. 40() can be more simply achieved by 
one drag action as shown in FIG. 41(). That is, although two 
touch actions are required to select a predicted word (refer to 
FIG. 40()) and input space' (refer to FIG. 40()) in FIG. 40, 
a work corresponding to the two touches is completed by one 
touch-drag action in FIG. 41. 
0308 This operating principle of the extension key is 
described with reference to FIG. 42 in which a simple exten 
sion key touch 4101 allows the numeral 5 to be input (refer 
to FIG. 42()), and drag actions 4102 and 4103 starting from 
the extension key that are shown in FIGS. 42() and 42( ), 
respectively, allow selection of a predicted word instead of an 
input of a character or a numeral (5'). However, the drag 
action 4102 starting from the extension key and ending at 
another key that is shown in FIG. 42() completes a selection 
and input of a predicted word, and the drag action 4103 
returning to the extension key again as shown in FIG. 42( ) 
simultaneously achieves a selection and input of a predicted 
word and an input of space. 
0309 According to a drag action 4104 shown in FIG.42( 

), a symbol designated to a key from which the drag has 
started is input when the dragging starts from a key other than 
the extension key and ends at the extension key releasing the 
finger from the extension key. 
0310 Thus, when the extension key is used according to 
the current configuration, a selection/input of a predicted 
word, an input of space, and an input of a symbol can be 
easily achieved by the 1 to 9 keys (if necessary, the 0 key, 
the # key, and the * key may be additionally utilized), 
thereby providing an input system by which one-thumb 
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operation can be easily performed. That is, a more easy input 
method than QWERTY keyboards requiring both hands can 
be provided. 
0311. That is, the use of the extension key does not require 
a finger to move to the predicted word list window 3902 for a 
selection/input of a predicted word and allows a desired word 
to be easily selected. Since the use of the extension key does 
not require a user to directly select a desired word from the 
predicted word list window 3902, the use of the extension key 
does not care even if a size of the predicted word list window 
3902 is small and can also solve inconvenience that the input 
window 3901 is blocked by the predicted word list window 
3902. 

0312. In the case of English, space, which is most fre 
quently used in a text input process, may be designated to the 
extension key to further reduce a finger's movement. To do 
this, there may be no problem to input a numeral 5' by 
employing a separate virtual keyboard mode for inputting the 
numeral 5’ or designating the numeral 5’ to a key other than 
the extension key. 
0313 For example, a key arrangement shown in FIG. 59( 

) or 59() shows a structure in which the numeral 5’ does not 
have to be designated to the extensionkey, and in this case, the 
extension key can perform a space input function without 
affecting a numeral input function. 
0314. When the extension key performs the space input 
function, if a predicted word in temporary input state 3904 
(marked as a temporary input state by underlining the word or 
changing a background color of the word) displayed in the 
input window is to be input, a touch-release of the extension 
key may change the temporary input state to the confirmed 
state (the underline of the temporarily input word disappears) 
and simultaneously allow space to be input, thereby per 
forming the predicted word selection and the space input by 
one touch-release action. 

0315. When the word prediction state ends, the extension 
key simply performs only the space input function. If the 
extension key is set in the word prediction state not to perform 
any function by a simple touch-release action not accompa 
nying a drag action, the extension key may work as a finger 
resting area. In addition, when the word prediction state is 
ended or not started, if an action of moving a finger from the 
extension key to another key and releasing the finger there is 
defined as a key input function of the key corresponding to a 
position at which the finger is released instead of the predicted 
word selection function described above, even though a first 
finger touch key is the extension key, a key selection for a 
character input may be easily performed. Furthermore, if a 
shift function is added to this action, a separate action for 
inputting the shift key to capitalize a first letter of a word may 
be omitted. For example, ifa finger touches the extension key, 
moves to a ghi key by a drag action in this state, and is 
released from the ghi key, capital letters G, H, and I of 
g, h, and i are displayed in the predicted word list win 
dow instead of g, h, and 'i' so that a word of which a first 
letter is capitalized is ready to be input. 
0316. As described above, a core point of the current con 
figuration is to provide a more convenient input method than 
a QWERTY keyboard only with 10 numeric keys by perform 
ing various functions with one extension key. 
0317. That is, as shown in FIG. 42, in the case of a touch 
screen or touchpad input system, convenience and efficiency 
in a character input may increase by allocating different func 
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tions to various actions, such as a simple touch-release action 
and a drag action, using the extension key. 
0318. In a touch screen or touchpad input method shown 
in FIG. 42, actions using the extension key are: first, the 
simple touch-release action 4101 with the extension key: 
second, the action 4102 of touching the extension key and 
selecting another key by a drag action; third, the action 4103 
of touching the extension key, selecting another key by a drag 
action, and returning to the extension key; fourth, the action 
4104 of touching a key other than the extension key and 
selecting the extension key by a drag action; and fifth, an 
action 4105 of touching a key other than the extension key, 
passing through the extension key by a drag action, and 
selecting another key by the drag action. 
0319. As described above, the first action 4101 has a func 
tion of inputting the numeral 5 or a function of inputting 
space, and simultaneously inputting a temporarily input 
word and space when the word prediction state is active. 
0320. The second action 4102 performs a function of 
inputting a predicted word, and the third action 4103 per 
forms a function of simultaneously inputting a predicted 
word and inputting space. The fourth action 4104 may per 
form a function of inputting a symbol designated to each key, 
and the fifth action 4105 may perform a function of amending 
a symbol input. 
0321 FIG. 42 shows a key color change and a change of 
characters designated to each key occurring as a result of a 
finger's movement using the extension key on a virtual key 
board. 

0322 FIG. 42( ) shows the virtual keyboard with no 
change, informing of a state where no key input is performed 
before the extension key is touched. 
0323 That is, since the word prediction state is not active 

yet, the predicted word list window does not appear in the 
input window, and even if a finger moves to a key around the 
extension key, a predicted word selection is not performed. 
0324 However, if the word prediction state is activated by 
performing a key input before the extension key is touched (a 
state where the predicted word list window appears in the 
input window), it may be set as shown in FIGS. 42() and 42( 
) that each key area is changed to a yellow color as soon as a 
finger touches the extension key. This indicates that the word 
prediction state has already been activated, informing a user 
that, if the user drags a finger to a key around the extension 
key and releases the finger in this state, a predicted word 
corresponding to a number designated to the key at a finger 
release position is input. Numbers displayed on correspond 
ing keys correspond to list numbers of the predicted word list 
window. 

0325 FIGS. 42() and 42() show that there is no color 
change on each key but a character displayed on each key is a 
symbol, unlike FIG. 42(), informing the user that a symbol 
input state has already been activated before the extension key 
is touched. In particular, FIG.42() shows that only the 1 key 
to which (symbol indicating an exclamation mark) is des 
ignated is displayed yellow, indicating that a first touch posi 
tion before a finger moves to the extension key corresponds to 
the 1 key, and FIG.42() shows that the 3 key to which ' 
(symbol indicating a double quotation mark) is designated is 
displayed yellow, indicating that a double quotation mark is 
input when a finger is released. 
0326. An example of changes on a virtual keyboard asso 
ciated with a finger's actions for operating the extension key 
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has been described and can be changed to be suitable for 
functions set to a finger's actions for operating the extension 
key. 
0327 FIG. 43 shows another example of the extension key 
operating method shown in FIG. 42, and a difference is that 
actions for a symbol input and a predicted word input are 
interchanged. That is, in FIG. 43, a symbol is input by first 
touching the extension key, selecting a desired key by a drag 
action, and releasing a finger (4202), and when the word 
prediction state is active, a predicted word is input by first 
touching a key corresponding to a number of the predicted 
word to select the predicted word, moving a finger to the 
extension key by a drag action, and releasing the finger from 
the extension key (4203). 
0328 That is, since an action for inputting a predicted 
word ends at the extension key instead of starting from the 
extension key, no change occurs on the virtual keyboard 
unless a finger moves to the extension key, and only if a finger 
moves to the extension key, a color of a first touch key is 
changed to blue to indicate a position of the first touch key 
while colors of the other keys are changed to yellow, as shown 
in FIG. 43(). 
0329. Furthermore, there is no problem even though the 
drag action in FIG. 43 () performs the same function when the 
finger moves by more than a predetermined distance from a 
position of the first touch key before releasing the finger from 
the extension key. 
0330 FIG. 43 () shows an action 4204 for selecting and 
inputting a temporarily input word and simultaneously input 
ting space by returning a finger to a first touch key and 
releasing the finger. Since space is actually more frequently 
used in English than any other language, the drag actions in 
FIGS. 42() and 43 () are set to simultaneously input a tem 
porarily input word and space, and the drag actions in FIGS. 
42() and 43 () are set to input only a temporarily input word, 
thereby reducing a finger moving distance since the case of 
inputting of space after a word is more frequent than the case 
of inputting no space after a word. 
0331 Moreover, when a drag action starting from the 
extension key and returning to the extension key do inputting 
a predicted word without space, a symbol input is achieved 
by a simpler action than the two drag actions shown in FIGS. 
42() and 42() since the drag action starting from the exten 
sion key and returning to the extension key (refer to FIG. 42( 
)-) displays a symbol keyboard layout on the screen (refer to 
FIG. 42()-) and input of a symbol is done by a touch-release 
of a key to which a symbol to be input is designated (refer to 
FIG. 42()-). 
0332. In particular, the case where the symbol keyboard 
layout is displayed during the drag action (refer to FIG.42()-) 
is better than the case of FIG.42() in that a symbol to be input 
can be easily selected since the touch-release action (refer to 
FIG. 42()-) for a symbol input is achieved while viewing the 
symbol keyboard layout displayed on the screen. If a numeral 
or another character is Supposed to be input by escaping from 
a symbol input ready state of FIG. 42()-, the user may escape 
from the symbol input process by a touch-release of the 
extension key on the symbol keyboard layout. To do this, the 
extension key on the symbol keyboard layout may perform 
the space input function or perform a function of escaping 
from the symbol input process without any other function, 
and this may be determined according to a configuration of a 
word prediction method. 
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0333. In addition, a simple symbol input process (refer to 
FIG. 43() may beachieved by applying the process shown in 
FIG. 42() to the drag action in FIG. 43 (). 
0334 FIG. 44 shows an example of a virtual keyboard in 
which only characters and symbols are designated to corre 
sponding keys except for numerals, showing an example in 
which a drag action 4301 or 4302 passing through the exten 
Sionkey performs a function of inputting one of the characters 
designated to each key when such a virtual keyboard is used. 
That is, in a state where a finger touches the 9 key to which 
Xwyz is designated, a fourth character z of x, w, y, and Z 

is input when the finger is released after moving to the 4 key 
to which k1 is designated, a first character x is input when 
the finger is released after moving to the 1 key, w is input 
when the finger is released after moving to the 2 key, and y 
is input when the finger is released after moving to the 3 key. 
0335 That is, when a key corresponding to a last finger 
release position is the 1 key, the 2 key, or the 3 key, a first, 
second, or third character is input, respectively. So a specific 
character or symbol can be input from among a plurality of 
characters and symbols designated to each key while the 
prediction state is active even though more than 4 characters 
are designated to each key, since a key corresponding to a last 
finger release position may vary. 
0336 Moreover, if the extension key does not perform the 
space input function, the numeral 5' can be input by the 5’ 
key, so an input of each numeral can be performed by a drag 
action as shown in FIG. 43. 

0337 For example, since characters designated to the 1 
key are 4 kinds, i.e., a, b, and c in addition to the numeral 1. 
a desired one of the characters including a numeral desig 
nated to each key can be input by setting a drag action starting 
from the 1 key through the extension key and ending at the 
4 key to input the numeral. In general for the case of the 1 
key, all the words starting with a, b, c or 1 which are 
designated to 1 key will be searched in the predictive text 
input method (disambiguation methodology). If a key input is 
achieved by an action as shown in FIG. 44, only words related 
to only one of a, b, c, and 1 are searched for without 
searching for words related to all of a, b, c, and 1. 
0338 When the predictive text input (disambiguation 
methodology) cannot be applied, e.g., inputting a proper 
noun, the predictive text input method must be changed to a 
mode (like the multi-tap method for mobile phones) which is 
capable of inputting each character constituting the word. 
However, if a configuration of an input device is set to input 
each character in the drag method shown in FIG. 44, there is 
no need to change the virtual keyboard mode (e.g., a change 
to the multi-tap method) and the same virtual keyboard (key 
board layout) can be used even for a word that is difficult to 
input with the predictive text input method. 
0339 FIG. 45 shows an example in which the function 
shown in FIG. 42 is performed by a touch-drag action using 
the extension key. This is a process of inputting boy, which 
is the last word of a sentence I am a boy... In a case of boy, 
the 1, 6, and 9 keys are consecutively touched (refer to 
FIGS. 44(), 44(), and 44()), and then to select boy from 
among 9 predicted words, a word corresponding to a list 
number is selected and input by a drag action starting from 
the extension key (refer to FIG. 45()). Thereafter, to input a 
period (.) in the method shown in FIG. 42( ), a drag action 
starting from the 8 key and ending at the extension key is 
performed (refer to FIG. 45()). 
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(0340. As shown in FIG. 45( ), in the case of boy, the 
number of predicted words is 9. To list the 9 predicted words 
on a screen and directly select one of them, a predicted word 
list window must be large, and to select a desired word from 
this large predicted word list window 4401, a finger has to 
move by a long distance on a virtual keyboard, and worse, if 
the number of predicted words is larger than the case of boy, 
an area for selecting a word increases, thereby causing incon 
venience that the entire input window is hidden. 
0341. However, according to FIG. 42, a key corresponding 
to a list number of a desired predicted word in the predicted 
word list window is selected by a drag action using the exten 
Sionkey. According to this predicted word listing and select 
ing method, a key input for word prediction and a selection of 
a predicted word are achieved within a joint motion range of 
one finger (thumb), thereby easily selecting and inputting a 
desired word from among predicted words. Moreover, since a 
finger does not have to touch an area of the predicted word list 
window, even if a size of the predicted word list window is 
reduced enough to a size that can be recognized, there is no 
problem. 
0342. Accordingly, the problem that the predicted word 

list window hides the input window is also naturally solved. 
This is an advantage caused by a predicted word selection 
method shown in FIG. 45(). 
0343 An example of further developing this advantage is 
shown in FIG. 46. FIG. 46 shows an example in which pre 
dicted words are arranged around the extension key to 
increase intuition of a predicted word list window 4501. As 
Such, when the predicted words are arranged around the 
extension key, a finger drag direction for a selection can be 
easily perceived by viewing predicted word arrangement 
directions without checking a word list number (underlined 
number) of the predicted word list window, unlike FIG. 45(). 
0344) Furthermore, a method of checking whether a selec 
tion was done right by changing a background color 4502 of 
a selected predicted word is also provided (FIG. 46()). Even 
in a case of a symbol input, a method of checking whether a 
selected key is a key corresponding to a symbol to be input by 
displaying a symbol arrangement display window 4503 in the 
input window and changing a background color 4504 of a first 
finger touch key in comparison with Surrounding keys when a 
finger moves to the extension key is provided. 
0345. If a wrong selection has been performed, it can be 
easily corrected by a method as shown in FIG. 47() before an 
input is completed. That is, as shown in FIG. 47(), when the 
extension key is touched by a drag action, a symbol arrange 
ment display window is displayed in the input window, and a 
background color of a first finger touch key is simultaneously 
displayed differently from the other keys to check whether a 
selection of a desired symbol was done right, and if a wrong 
key other than the key to be input has been selected, a finger 
moves to the desired key and is released from it. Then, a last 
selected key (period. ...) is input instead of the first touch key 
(comma, ,) (refer to FIG. 47()). Thus, correction may be 
easily performed even without performing an input cancel 
ling process, and if an input of a symbol is not desired, the 
finger returns to the first touch key and is released (refer to 
FIG. 47()). Then, no input is performed. 
0346 While FIG. 46 requires a drag action to input not 
only a predicted word but also a symbol, FIG. 47 shows a 
method of inputting a desired symbol by a touch-release of a 
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key to which the desired symbol is designated. The latter is 
done in a state where a symbol keyboard layout is displayed 
on the Screen. 
0347 FIG. 47() shows a case where a predicted word list 

is displayed on the screen in a state where a touch-release has 
already been performed for the 1, 6, and 9 keys, which is 
the same state shown in FIG.46(). However, differences from 
FIG. 46() are that an input of boy'+' space is performed 
(refer to FIG. 48()) by touching the extension key in this state 
of FIG. 47(), dragging the finger to the 3 key, and releasing 
the finger from the 3 key (4602), and an input of boy is 
performed (refer to FIG. 48(-1)) by touching the extension 
key in this state of FIG. 47(), dragging the finger to the 3 key, 
returning to the extension key, and releasing the finger from 
the extension key (4603), to which the concept of FIG. 42( ) 
is applied. 
0348. This drag action 4603 returning to the extension key 
causes that a symbol keyboard layout appears on the screen as 
soon as boy is input (refer to FIG. 48(-1)), and when a 
touch-release on each key area of a virtual keypad is per 
formed (4604), a symbol designated to each key area is input 
instead of inputting a corresponding character. 
0349. A configuration of a word prediction input method 
in which the extension key is applied to a touch type virtual 
keyboard input method has been described. As shown in FIG. 
39, it is preferable that the 5' key is used as the extension key 
in a keypad system based on 12 keys. However, if the number 
of keys increases or the arrangement is changed, more than 
one extension key can be designated, and in this case, it is 
preferable that positions of the extension keys are positions 
for easily displaying a predicted word list and minimizing 
finger movement. 
0350. As shown in FIG. 59, for a 3*4 (3 rows 4 columns) 
key arrangement (refer to FIG. 59( )) other than a 43 (4 
rows 3 columns) key arrangement, two keys 5501 at the 
center can be set as extension keys, and for a 35 (3 rows 5 
columns) key arrangement (refer to FIG. 59()), two extension 
keys 5502 may be arranged on the left and right of the center 
considering convenience in use of both hands. The principle 
of the extension key may be applied to a keypad type word 
prediction method, as is described below with reference to 
FIGS. 49 to 51, and a keypad 4703 of FIGS. 49 to 51 indicates 
a physical keypad other than a virtual keyboard. 
0351. As shown in FIG. 47, a word “am is input by press 
ing the 1 and 6 keys to which a’ and mare respectively 
designated and sequentially pressing the 5 key that is the 
extension key and pressing the 2 key to select a predicted 
word :am from a predicted word list window 4702. In FIG. 
49( ), a dashed arrow denotes a drag action in the touch 
method shown in FIG. 45. Finally, the 5' key is pressed to 
input space. 
0352. However, unlike the touch method, in the keypad 
method, it cannot be determined whether an action of press 
ing the 5 key corresponding to the extension key is an action 
for inputting the numeral 5 or a pre-action for inputting a 
predicted word list number. Thus, if only characters other 
than a numeral are designated to the 5 key, the action of 
pressing the 5 key may perform a function for inputting a 
predicted word list number when the word prediction state is 
active and perform the space input function when the word 
prediction state is not active. 
0353. However, if a general method of allowing along key 
press to be recognized as a press action for inputting a 
numeral instead of a character is selected, the 5' key may 
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perform a function of inputting the numeral '5' in addition to 
a function of selecting a predicted word and a function of 
inputting space as the extension key. 
0354) If the drag action for inputting a symbol shown in 
FIG. 42() is applied to the keypad, the extension key must be 
pressed after a key to which a character is designated is first 
pressed. In this case, since the word prediction state is active 
due to the press of the key to which the character is desig 
nated, it cannot be determined whether the action of pressing 
the extension key is a press action for inputting a symbol or a 
press action for selecting a predicted word. Thus, in the key 
pad type input method, a function corresponding to the drag 
action of FIG. 42() applied to the touch type input method 
cannot be performed. 
0355 Therefore, as shown in FIGS. 49 to 51, a separate 
symbol selection function key for inputting a symbol is set 
(the # key is designated as the symbol selection function key 
in FIGS. 49 to 51) so that an action of pressing the extension 
key after pressing a key to which a character is designated 
performs only the predicted word selection function. Accord 
ingly, an input of a symbol is achieved by pressing a key to 
which each symbol is designated after pressing the symbol 
selection function key. 
0356. Since this symbol input method does not make any 
problems even though the extension key is used to input 
space when the word prediction state is active, an action of 
pressing the extension key to input space in FIG. 49( ) 
reflects this. 
0357. A 'space input function designated to the '0' key in 
FIG. 49 (when the keypad is operated by both hands, the 
space input function may be designated to the * or '#' key. 
Instead, a function designated to the replaced key is desig 
nated to the 0 key) simultaneously performs a confirmation 
of a temporarily input word and an input of space when the 
word prediction state is active, which can reduce the number 
of presses than the use of the extension key for inputting the 
temporarily input word and result in efficiency. 
0358 FIG. 50 shows a process of inputting the last word 
boy of I am a boy. and . with this setting. The word boy 

is input by sequentially pressing the 1, 6, and 9 keys to 
display a predicted word list corresponding to boy (refer to 
FIG.50() and sequentially pressing the 5' key corresponding 
to the extension key and the 2 key corresponding to a pre 
dicted word list number to select boy. 
0359. Thereafter, an input of boy. is completed by 
sequentially pressing the symbol selection function key and 
the 8 key to input.. Like FIG. 49(), a dashed arrow in FIG. 
50() is a reference mark to show that it corresponds to a drag 
action in the touch method. 
0360 FIG. 51 is the same as FIG.50 except for a keypad 
arrangement showing that a predicted word list is arranged 
around the extension key instead of a vertically arranged 
format. Since a size of a screen of keypad mobile phones is 
not large, it is more difficult than other mobile phones to 
select a word to be input from a predicted word list window, 
and an intuitive arrangement format of FIG.51 allows users to 
more easily select a desired word than the number order 
arrangement of FIG. 50. 
0361. The current configuration provides a method of 
increasing efficiency of a word prediction method by dispos 
ing the extension key (predicted word selection function key) 
at a position capable of minimizing a finger's movement and 
arranging predicted words around the extension key. Thus, 
the current configuration may be applied to languages other 
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than English, which use the predicted word input method, in 
terms of the principle of arranging a list of predicted words in 
a word database around the extension key and inputting a 
predicted word intuitively selected from the predicted word 
list. 
0362 FIG. 51() shows an example in which a configura 
tion of selecting a predicted word and automatically enabling 
a symbol keyboard layout at the same time in the touchscreen 
method shown in FIG. 42(). 
0363 The space input function of the extension key in 
the process shown in FIG. 42() is different from the space 
input function through the extension key that is shown in 
FIGS. 42(i) to 42(), and this difference also exists between 
FIG. 51() and FIGS. 51() to 51(). That is, as described with 
reference to FIG. 42( ), the drag action 4102 in which the 
finger is released from a key area to which a predicted word is 
designated also performs the space input function, and the 
drag action 4103 in which the finger returns to and is released 
from the extension key allows only the predicted word to be 
input. 
0364 That is, in FIGS. 51() to 51() in which the configu 
rations of FIGS. 42() to 42() are respectively applied to the 
keypad method, a predicted word boy is input by pressing 
the extension key (the 5' key) and pressing the 3 key cor 
responding to a predicted word number to select the predicted 
word. 
0365 However, in FIG.51() in which the configuration of 
FIG. 42() is applied to the keypad method, a predicted word 
and space are simultaneously input by pressing the exten 
Sionkey (the 5 key) and pressing the 3 key corresponding 
to a predicted word number (refer to FIG. 51()-), and if the 
extension key is pressed again in this state (refer to FIG. 51( 
)-), the input space is cancelled, Substantially resulting in 
only an input of the predicted word. 
0366 By doing as so, the same process and result as those 
in the configuration applied to the touch screen method of 
FIG. 42( ) occur. Thus, in a state where the word prediction 
state is active, when the 3 key corresponding to a predicted 
word number is pressed after the extension key (the 5' key) is 
pressed, the predicted word boy and space are simulta 
neously input, and in this state, when the extension key that is 
the symbol selection function key is pressed, a function of a 
backspace' key and a function of enabling the symbol key 
board layout on the screen (refer to FIG. 51()-) are simulta 
neously performed. As a result, space that has been input by 
the press action of FIG. 51()- (corresponding to the drag 
action of FIG.42() and marked as a dashed line) is cancelled, 
and an input cursor is placed immediately after the predicted 
word boy, resulting in becoming the symbol input state 
(although the drag process in the touch screen method shown 
in FIG. 42() is not shown on the screen for the processes of 
FIG. 51()- and FIG. 49()-, the same process is substantially 
internally performed). In this state, when the 8 key to which 
the symbol . (period) to be input is pressed (refer to FIG. 51( 
)-), the symbol input is completed (refer to FIG. 51()-). 
0367 If a selection of a predicted word and an input of 
space are simultaneously achieved, in general, space does 
not have to be input by pressing the extension key, so there is 
no big problem in the configuration applied to FIG. 51(). 
Thus, when an input of space occurs frequently, the con 
figuration of FIG. 42() in which a drag action starting from 
the extension key and ending at a key area to which a pre 
dicted word list number is designated allows a predicted word 
and space to be simultaneously input is more useful than the 
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configurations of FIGS. 42() to 42(), so the configuration of 
FIG. 51() in which the configuration of FIG. 42() is applied 
to the keypad method is more useful than the configurations 
of FIGS. 42() to 42(). 
0368. Furthermore, when the word prediction state is 
active, if an input of a temporarily input word and an input of 
space are simultaneously achieved by consecutively press 
ing the extension key twice, the separate space key (the '0' 
key) does not have to be used, so a method of moving a finger 
within the 1 to 9 keys may be provided. 

Sixteenth Embodiment 

0369. The sixteenth embodiment applies the concept of 
the vowel input enabling key to a word prediction input sys 
tem and provides a method of allowing a predicted word list 
to be more easily recognized by displaying the predicted word 
list on a virtual keyboard which a user directly touches, as 
described with reference to the touch screen in the fifteenth 
embodiment. 
0370. In general, inconvenience in the use of the word 
prediction input method is the annoyance that a predicted 
word and a key input must be checked while alternately 
viewing a keyboard (keypad) and an input window. However, 
as shown in FIG. 53, if a predicted word list is displayed on 
keys of a virtual keyboard which a finger directly touches (as 
in the touch screen method), the input window and the virtual 
keyboard on which an input of words is achieved does not 
have to be alternately viewed to check the predicted word list. 
FIG. 52 shows the same process in which this configuration is 
applied to FIG. 51. 
0371 FIGS. 53 and 54 show an input example in the 
predictive input method according to the current configura 
tion. That is, FIGS. 53 and 54 show a process of inputting an 
English word coordination. FIG. 53 () shows a case where 
a touch-release of the 1 key is performed to input a first 
character ‘c’ of coordination. The contents of a predicted 
word list window 5101 are displayed in the input window and 
on the virtual keyboard. Key areas marked red in the predicted 
word list window and the virtual keyboard have a one-to-one 
corresponding relationship with the extension key. A pre 
dicted word displayed on the virtual keyboard is marked red 
to discriminate it from blue characters designated to corre 
sponding keys. This is to allow a user to associate that the 
extension key must be touched or a drag action passing 
through the extension key must be performed to input any of 
the predicted words, and this may be represented in a different 
way. 
0372. In a predicted word list, words may be listed alpha 
betically or in a use frequency order. However, if possible, it 
is preferable that a temporarily input word is placed at a 
position at which a finger can easily access from among 
positions in the predicted word list window. For example, 
rather than a position in a diagonal direction of the extension 
key, such as the 1, 3, 7, or 9 key, a position in an upper, 
lower, left, or right direction of the extension key, such as the 
2, 4, 6, or 8 key, is easier for a finger to move from the 
extension key, So it is preferable that the temporarily input 
word is placed at one of the latter positions. In FIG. 53, the 
temporarily input word is placed at a position of the 2 key. 
0373 Although numerals designated to the keys are not 
displayed on the virtual keyboard in FIG. 53, they are omitted 
under an assumption that users know well positions at which 
the numerals are arranged. If necessary, the numerals may be 
displayed on the virtual keyboard as shown in FIG. 51. 
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0374. The omission of the numeral from each key of the 
virtual keyboard is because displaying on a key of the virtual 
keyboard all of a predicted word, numeral and characters 
designated to each key results in making recognition of a 
predicted word difficult. Therefore, the numerals are not dis 
played for convenience. 
0375. The virtual keyboard of FIG. 53 is set such that the 
extension key also performs a function of inputting space. In 
this case, a temporarily input word in the input window is also 
displayed on the extension key of the virtual keyboard, and 
when a touch-release of the extension key is performed to 
input space and temporarily input word (the word under 
lined in the input window of FIG. 51), the input word may be 
rechecked, thereby preventing an input error. Since a tempo 
rarily input word is displayed as an underlined word in the 
predicted word list window, there is no problem even though 
the temporarily input word is not displayed on the extension 
key. 
0376 FIG. 53() shows a case where two predicted words 
(here, the predicted word is the head portion taken from the 
full predicted words in such a way that the number of char 
acters for the head portion of predicted words equal to the 
number of key pressing so far for the predicted words) are 
arranged above and below the extension key to prevent an 
overlapping problem of the two predicted words when the 
two predicted words are displayed on adjacent keys even 
though the two predicted words are long, as shown in FIGS. 
51() to 51(). 
0377 Finally, when the first 7 characters of the word 
coordination to be input are input (refer to FIG. 54(), the 
predicted words have the same head portion and only one 
head portion remains. So the predicted words differ only in 
the suffix portion following coordin and, therefore, pre 
dicted words are displayed with these suffix variations over 
the corresponding key areas. Thus, displaying suffix varia 
tions is helpful predicted words not to overlap with other 
words allocated to adjacent keys. Also searching predicted 
word list when displayed with suffix portion only is more 
convenient than searching the list when whole words are 
displayed. 
0378 For example, as shown in FIG. 54(), a list of the 
Suffix variations, such as -al, -ate, -ates, -ation, and -ating, 
may be displayed, and when one of the Suffix variations is 
selected (refer to FIG. 54()), a word which is the combination 
of coordin displayed as the predicted word and the selected 
Suffix variation is input. 
0379. In FIG. 54, a key 5201 to which a predicted word is 
allocated has a blue color background. This indicates that the 
predicted words shares a common head portion and predicted 
words can be displayed with suffix variations which follow 
the common head portion. 
0380 Accordingly, when a background color of a key to 
which a predicted word is allocated is changed to blue, this 
guides a user to search for only suffix parts from a predicted 
word list window to select a suffix variation to be added to the 
predicted word instead of progressing a key input. 
0381 For example, as shown in FIG. 54, if a predicted 
word has a blue background, this means that predicted words 
are listed with only the Suffix variation accompanying the 
head portion displayed on the extension key. Thus, an input of 
coordination is completed by touching the extension key 
with a finger, moving the finger to a key to which a suffix 
portion -ation 5202 is designated by a drag action, and 
releasing the finger. 
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0382 That is, five touches required to input the remaining 
suffix portionation one by one in the condition where coor 
din is temporarily input as a predicted word can be reduced. 
0383. However, the input of coordination may be com 
pleted by inputting every letter of coordination and perform 
ing a touch-release of the extension key instead of searching 
for the suffix variations in the state shown in FIG. 54(). As 
Such, when Suffix variations are displayed as predicted words, 
there is an advantage in preventing a situation in which pre 
dicted words designated to adjacent keys overlap with each 
when whole words are displayed on corresponding keys. 
0384 FIG. 54 shows a method of displaying predicted 
words in corresponding key areas on the virtual keypad (key 
board) by displaying suffix variations when a predicted word 
is long. If it is desired to display the full predicted words in 
corresponding key areas, predicted words are allocated to 
keys of the columns which are at the left and right side of the 
extension key leaving any key on the column which the exten 
sion key belongs to empty. This prevents predicted words 
overlaps with others allocated to an adjacent key. 

Seventeenth Embodiment 

0385. The seventh embodiment provides a method of des 
ignating characters even to the extension key, in addition to 
the fifteenth and sixteenth embodiments. In this case, a pre 
dicted word can be easily selected by applying the extension 
key to the word prediction input method. 
(0386 A virtual keyboard of FIG.55 shows a case where 
characters klare designated even to the extension key. As 
Such, when characters are designated even to the extension 
key, the extension key cannot perform the space input func 
tion by the touch-release action (refer to FIG.42()) among the 
extension key utilization operations shown in FIG. 42 but 
performs only the functions according to the drag actions 
shown in FIGS. 42() to 42(). 
0387 For example, the symbol input shown in FIG. 42() 

is performed without difficulty even though the characters 
jkl are designated to the extension key. That is, in a touch 
type input device capable of detecting a drag action, there is 
no difficulty in a word prediction input even though the exist 
ing keypad (or keyboard) shown in FIG. 39() is used as it is. 
0388 Thus, an advantage of the current configuration is 
that a predicted word can be easily selected in a state where 
the existing keyboard layout is used in a touch type input 
device. That is, although a predicted word selection method is 
a new one, users can easily adapt to the input method accord 
ing to the current configuration of the present invention by 
using a familiar keyboard layout since the existing keyboard 
layout is used as it is. 
0389. Since the 5' key having the extension key function, 
however, cannot perform the space input function, even an 
input of a predicted word in a temporarily input state must be 
performed by a drag action. Thus, if a separate space' key 
5303 performs the function of confirming a predicted word in 
a temporarily input state and inputting space, a predicted 
word in temporarily input state does not have to be confirmed 
and input by a drag action and can be completed by a simple 
touch-release action. 

Eighteenth Embodiment 

0390 The eighteenth embodiment provides a method to 
Solve a case where a space for a predicted word list is too 
limited to list all predicted words in a predicted word list 
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window and provides a configuration in which another pre 
dicted word list is displayed by setting a move key to one of 
the key areas in a predicted word list window and selecting the 
move key. 
0391 FIGS. 56 to 58 show this configuration. In a typical 
English keyboard layout shown in FIG. 40(), to input boy, 
the abc key, the mno key, and the wxyz key must be 
sequentially pressed. In this case, assuming that there are 9 
predicted words, such as Amy, any, boy, box, bow, cow, cox, 
coy, and BMW, if a space for predicted words in the predicted 
word list window shown in FIG. 56() is limited to only 8 
words except for the extension key among the 1 to 9 keys, 
all of these predicted words cannot be displayed. 
0392 To complement this, a next page key 5401 is des 
ignated to one of the key areas in a predicted word list window 
to display the move key 5401 together with 7 predicted 
words, and when the move key 5401 is selected (5403), 
another predicted word list is displayed to selectively input a 
word to be input (BMW in the case of FIG. 56). A move 
key 5402 shown in FIG. 56() is a reverse directional move 
key for moving to the previous predicted word list again. If the 
number of predicted words in the predicted word list window 
shown in FIG. 56() is greater than 7, the predicted word list 
window shown in FIG. 56() may also include the forward 
directional move key 5401. 
0393 FIGS. 57 and 58 show a case where the extension 
key performs the same function as the move key instead of 
using the move key 5401 and move key 5402 shown in 
FIG. 56. 

0394. If the move key function of the extension key does 
not collide with the other functions of the extension key, when 
the word prediction state is enabled, a touch-release action of 
the extension key performs the move key function. 
0395 FIG. 57() shows a state where any is displayed as 
a predicted word in a temporarily input state in an input 
window by consecutively performing a touch-release of the 
abc’, ‘mno, and wxyz keys as shown in FIG. 56(), that is, 
a state where a predicted word list window is displayed on a 
screen. In this state, whena touch-release of the extension key 
is performed (refer to FIG.57()), a second predicted word list 
is displayed on the screen (only one word BMW is dis 
played), and when a touch-release of the extension key is 
performed again (refer to FIG. 57()), there is no further 
predicted words, so the second predicted word list is changed 
to a first predicted word list. 
0396. If it is desired to input BMW, a finger moves to an 
area to which BMW is designated and is released from this 
area by a drag action 5406, as shown in FIG. 58(). More 
simply, as shown in FIG. 57() or 57(), if a word prediction 
active state (a case where only predicted words are displayed 
in corresponding key areas instead of characters) is obvious, 
BMW may be input by only an action of performing a 
touch-release on the area to which BMW is designated. 
0397 For example, while a finger must move to an area to 
which a predicted word is designated and be released by a 
drag action to select and input the predicted word in FIG. 58( 
), a predicted word may be input by performing a touch 
release on a corresponding area when each key area is in a 
state for only selecting a predicted word by displaying only 
predicted words on a virtual keyboard, as shown in FIG. 58( 
). 
0398. As shown in FIG. 57, a predicted word list window 

is not displayed in an input window. A case where it is set that 
the predicted word list window can be displayed in the input 
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window according to a preference of a user can complement 
a case where a finger may sometimes hide a predicted word 
when predicted words are displayed on only the virtual key 
board. However, this has a disadvantage that an area of the 
input window is reduced when a predicted word list is dis 
played in the input window. Thus, the presence/absence of the 
predicted word list window may be set according to a prefer 
ence of a user. 
0399. An advantage of the current configuration is that an 
input speed can increase by allowing a predicted word to be 
easily selected and input for languages, such as Chinese and 
Hindi, in which a case where the number of predicted words 
according to the same key sequence as English in the predic 
tive text input method is more than 10 or 20 is frequent. In 
particular, the current configuration has an advantage that a 
finger may select a predicted word without moving beyond 
the key area of a virtual keyboard (virtual keypad) or a physi 
cal keypad. 
0400. In addition, since the current configuration can also 
be applied to a keypad input device as shown in FIGS. 49 to 
51, general inconvenience that a desired word must be diffi 
cultly selected from among predicted words by using a 
move key can be solved. For example, in the case of English, 
as shown in FIGS. 56 to 58, inconvenience that the move key 
must be pressed seventimes to find BMW after starting from 
a temporarily input word any to input BMW is solved. 
Furthermore, the current configuration has an advantage that 
a user may always check whether a key input was done right 
by displaying a predicted word list in an input window as 
shown in FIG. 58(). 

Nineteenth Embodiment 

04.01 The nineteenth embodiment may apply the exten 
sion key to even a glide type predictive text input method (a 
method of inputting a word by touching a key area to which a 
first character forming the word is designated, sequentially 
moving a finger to key areas to which the other characters 
forming the word are designated, and releasing the finger 
from a key area to which the last character forming the word 
is designated) in which a word is input by one touch-drag 
action. 
0402 FIG. 60 shows an example in which a predicted 
word is easily selected and input by applying the functions set 
to the drag actions using the extension key, which are shown 
in FIGS. 42 and 43, to a glide type character input method, 
that is, a process of inputting wrote and a period .. 
0403. A particular fact is that the extension key can be 
easily used by designating the extension key as a separate key 
and arranging the extension key at a space between g and 
h’, i.e., at the center of the keyboard. A drag action 5601 of 
passing through each of the characters forming wrote to 
input the last word wrote of a sentence with a virtual 
QWERTY keyboard is shown in FIG. 60( ) and words pre 
dicted by this trajectory are wrote, word, weird, wire, wore, 
and wired, and each of these predicted words is arranged on 
two key areas around the extension key (refer to FIG. 60()). 
04.04 This is because it is difficult to arrange a predicted 
word on a single key in the complete QWERTY keyboard 
shown in FIG. 60 since the complete QWERTY keyboard 
shown in FIG. 60 generally has smaller keys than a keyboard 
using 12 keys. If a complete QWERTY keyboard has big 
sized keys enough to arrange a predicted word on each key, 
each predicted word does not have to be arranged on the area 
combining two keys, unlike FIG. 60( ). 
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04.05 Since the finger trajectory shown in FIG. 60( ) cor 
responds to a trajectory for inputting word instead of 
wrote, word is selected as a temporarily input word 5603. 
In this state, when a touch-release 5604 is performed on a key 
area to which . is designated, an input of wrote is easily 
achieved. This is an example in which the settings of FIG.42( 
), i.e., settings for easily inputting a predicted word and a 
symbol by using the extension key, are applied and show that 
the use of the extension key allows a character input to be 
easily achieved even in the glide type input method. 
0406 However, a symbol keyboard layout shown in FIG. 
60() is used for a one time input (meaning that after a symbol 
is input the symbol keyboard layout is automatically changed 
to a QWERTY keyboard layout for a character input as shown 
in FIG. 60()). If symbols or numerals must be continuously 
input, a method of setting a separate key for keyboard layout 
change to fix a symbol keyboard layout for repeated input of 
symbols may be applied. However, a drag action 5602 shown 
in FIG. 60( ) is only an example of a function for naturally 
enabling the symbol keyboard layout without touching a 
separate key when the extension key is used, and the drag 
action 5602 does not intend to show that only a temporal 
keyboard layout function can be carried out. 
0407. In addition, like the drag action of inputting a vowel 
by using the Vowel input activation key of Hangul, the drag 
action5602 for a predicted word selection may be an action of 
moving or passing a finger to or through an area to which a 
predicted word is designated (an area identified by combining 
two keys having different background colors in FIG. 56()), 
and furthermore, by setting a direction oriented to this area, 
when a direction of a drag action is the same as the direction 
oriented to this area and the drag action moves by more than 
a predetermined distance, this function may be performed. 
This fact may be applied to the drag actions shown in FIGS. 
42 and 43. 

Twentieth Embodiment 

0408. The twentieth embodiment provides a method of 
simultaneously inputting two keys in the word prediction 
character input method. 
04.09. The twentieth embodiment is described with refer 
ence to FIG. 55. The twentieth embodiment provides a 
method of simultaneously inputting characters designated to 
a touch start point and a finger release point when a finger 
moves to the 6' key area by a drag action in a state where the 
finger touches the 1 key area instead of performing two 
separate touch-release of 1 key to which b is designated 
and 6 key to which 'o' is designated to input a word boy. 
0410. As described above, when characters designated to a 
key in which touch start and designated to a key which a finger 
releases from are simultaneously input, the input of boy that 
is shown in FIG. 53 can be completed by two touch actions, 
and the two touch actions for inputting am that are shown in 
FIG. 40 (two touch-release actions on the 1 key and the 6 
key) can be replaced by one touch-drag action. 
0411. If a function is properly set for the drag action of 
FIG. 42 or 43 so that a function of this drag action does not 
collide with the functions of the drag actions using the exten 
Sionkey that are shown in FIGS. 42 and 43, the number of key 
touches can be reduced by a half. Furthermore, when the glide 
type word prediction input method shown in FIG. 60 is 
applied to a numerickey oriented keyboard layout having the 
43 (4 rows 3 columns) key arrangement shown in FIG. 39( 
), a predicted word can also be easily selected by designating 
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the extension key as shown in FIG. 39(), and in this case, a 
finger moving range is reduced in comparison with the com 
plete QWERTY keyboard shown in FIG. 60, thereby causing 
an advantage that the glide type word prediction input method 
can be used by only a joint motion of one finger (mainly a 
thumb) in a state of gripping a mobile device by one hand. 

Twenty First Embodiment 
0412. In the twenty first embodiment, when the word pre 
diction state is inactive, a drag action using the extension key 
performs a function of moving a cursor (pointer) on a screen. 
0413 Only if the function of moving a cursor does not 
collide with the function assigned to the drag action using the 
extension key that is shown in FIG. 42 or 43, when a cursor 
movement control function is assigned to drag actions shown 
in FIGS. 61() and 61 (), cursor movement to a desired posi 
tion on the screen can be conveniently performed with a finger 
fixed on a virtual keyboard. This brings convenience as a 
pointing stick which is located in a keyboard to remove gen 
eral inconvenience that a hand leaves from a keyboard and 
moves to a mouse to manipulate the mouse for moving a 
cursor during the use of the keyboard. 
0414. In more detail, FIG. 61 shows a process of using the 
extension key to delete the word correction displayed in a 
fourth row of an input window 5701 in a touch screen type 
input method. Since the word prediction state is inactive in a 
virtual keyboard 5702, the predicted word selection function 
by touching the extension key is not performed, and instead, 
when the extension key is touched, a cursor control keyboard 
layout 5703 is displayed on the screen. 
0415. If a simple touch-release of the extension key is 
performed, space may be input, or a function defined by the 
touch-release action may be performed. However, in the cur 
rent embodiment, as a finger touches the extension key and 
moves in the upper, lower, left, or right direction, movement 
of a cursor (pointer) is performed, and if the finger is released 
from a key named as set for drag as shown in FIG. 61 (), the 
cursor control keyboard layout is still active on the screen, 
thereby capable of performing a drag action for selecting a 
desired word, as shown in FIG. 61 (). 
0416) Since a main purpose of a selection key is to select 
a desired character, word, or sentence, if a finger is released 
from the selection key, the movement of a cursor is neces 
sarily performed to select a desired character, word, or sen 
tence, so it is preferable that the cursor control keyboard 
layout is continuously active. After a desired word is selected, 
if the selected word is desired to be simply copied, a touch 
release of a copy key is performed, and if the selected word 
is desired to be deleted, a user moves a finger to the extension 
key by a drag action in a copy/cut key touch state and 
releases the finger from the extension key to delete the word 
correction, thereby forcing the cursor control keyboard lay 
out to disappear and a character input keyboard layout to 
appear. Because a purpose of deleting the word 'correction 
may be to insert the word 'correction into another position or 
to insert another word into a position at which the word 
correction has been placed, the cursor control keyboard 
layout disappears and the character input keyboard layout 
appears on the screen. If it is desired to insert the word 
correction into another position, the user touches the exten 
Sionkey by a finger and drags the finger to an up/down/left/ 
right move keys 5704 as shown in FIG. 61 () or 61 (). 
0417. A method of operating up/down/left/right move 
keys may be changed in various forms, one of which is a 
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method of allowing the movement of a cursor to be main 
tained in a direction directed by one of the up/down/left/right 
move keys while a finger is being put on the selected move 
key and to stop when the finger returns to the extension key. 
However, FIG. 61 shows that a method of controlling the 
movement of a cursor by using the extension key may also be 
performed. Thus, various functions required for a selection of 
a predicted word and an input of a character may be set by 
using the extension key, and in a multi-touch type input 
method, since there is no problem even though two fingers 
simultaneously touch two extension keys by arranging a sepa 
rate extension key 5504 outside a character input keyboard 
layout, as shown in FIG. 59(), a character input may be more 
conveniently performed by allocating an additional function 
other than the functions described above to an extension key 
outside a character input keyboard layout or allowing the 
extension key outside a character input keyboard layout to 
share the same functions with an extension key 5503 inside 
the character input keyboard layout. 

Twenty Second Embodiment 

0418. The English input through word prediction 
described above may be applied to Hangul. In the current 
embodiment, the word prediction method is applied to the 
Hangul input method that uses a vowel input enabling key 
2501 shown in FIG. 27. 
0419. The word prediction method is already well known 
as the character input method named T9, and correctly, indi 
cates a disambiguating method. When several characters are 
designated to a single key, these characters can be input by 
one press action without requiring several press actions. 
0420 For example, to input a word mom in a typical 
multi-tap method, the mno key must be continuously 
pressed as shown below. In this case, a move () key must be 
pressed in the middle to identify mando, and likewise, the 
move () key must be pressed in the middle to identify 'o' and 
m. So a total of seven press actions are required. Compared 
with this, a total of three press actions are required in the word 
prediction method, thereby Substantially causing an increase 
in an input speed by more than double. 
0421 Multi-tap method: mino', ' ', mino, mino, mino, 

, mno 
0422 Word prediction method: mino, mino, mino' 
0423. Even the word prediction method that increases a 
character input speed cannot be easily applied to a Hangul 
character input method because a probability of words pre 
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dicted by combinations of characters designated to each key 
is lowered or there is no increase in an input speed as in the 
case of English. 
0424 Table 1 shows that cases where the number of words 
having the same key sequence is 1 to 10 are arranged in an 
ascending sequence when key sequences that Korean words 
can have with respect to the existing Samsung Cheonjiin, LG 
Naratgul, and Pantech SKY-, and the keyboard layout of the 
present invention shown in FIG. 85(). 
0425. As a reference, since there is no predictable method 
for vowels in the case of Cheonjiin, a distribution shown in 
Table 1 is deducted by actually inputting every vowel with 
Cheon (), Ji (-), and In () and applying the word prediction 
method to every consonant. Nonetheless, a probability of 
correctly predicting only one word is not above 90%. 
0426. As a result, prediction accuracy is in an order of the 
present invention>SKY->Naratguld-Cheonjin. An increase 
in an input speed when the word prediction method is actually 
applied is 12% in the case of Cheonjiin, 15% in the case of 
Naratgul, and 29% in the case of the present invention. This 
result describes why it is difficult for the word prediction 
method to be applied to the existing input methods for Hangul 
according to a result that the word prediction method is used 
only if an input speed increases by at least about 30%. Thus, 
Hanalgul shows a keyboard layout to which the word predic 
tion method can be applied. 
0427 Accordingly, the current configuration provides a 
method of improving user convenience when the word pre 
diction method is applied to the present invention. FIG. 72 
shows a change of the keyboard layout shown in FIG. 27 for 
the current configuration. 
0428. One of the features of the keyboard layout shown in 
FIG.72 is that no vowel is designated to the fortis, aspirate 
key. Even though the word prediction method is enabled, the 
typical input method can be selected at anytime. 
0429 For example, when the word prediction method is 
enabled in the keyboard layout shown in FIG.72, is input 
by pressing the key. However, when the fortis, aspirate 
key is pressed after the key is pressed, the word prediction 
method confirms - as an input consonant. Accordingly, 
disambiguity in a consonant does not exist anymore, and the 
same input mechanism as in the typical input method is 
applied to the word prediction method even though the word 
prediction method is enabled. 
0430 Thus, if an input method configured with the key 
board layout of FIG. 72 is used according to the current 
configuration, an input method in which the typical input 
method and the word prediction method are combined can be 
used. This is the point of the current configuration. 

TABLE 1 

The number of words predicted in the same key sequence according to Hangul 
keyboard layouts and a probability distribution corresponding to the same 

Number of Hanalgul 

elements in Number 
of items Percentage of items Percentage of items Percentage of items Percentage word set 

10 or above 
9 

SKY II Naratgul Cheonii in 

Number Number Number 

O O O 204 0.75285 O O 
O 3 O.OO887 75 O.27678 O O 
O 7 O.O2O70 51 O.18821 O O 
O 10 O.O2957 115 O42440 O O 
O 48 O.14195 215 O.79344 10 O.O2728 
O.OO78O 144 O42587 3O2 111451 26 O.07.093 
O.O78OS 352 1.04102 552 2.03713 136 O.37104 
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TABLE 1-continued 
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The number of words predicted in the same key sequence according to Hangul 
keyboard layouts and a probability distribution corresponding to the same 

Number of Hanalgul SKY II Naratgul 

elements in Number Number Number 

Cheonii in 

Number 
word set of items Percentage of items Percentage of items Percentage of items Percentage 

3 237 O61662 930 2.7SO42 1098 4.05211 538 1.46782 
2 1970 S.12554 3303 9.76843 31.42 11.5954 2720 7.42095 
1 361.95 94.172 29O19 85.822 213O3 78.6176 33233 90.6692 

Total 3843S 100 33813 100 27097 100 36653 100 

TABLE 2 

Comparison in the number of key presses required when the first 
measure of the Korean national anthem 

HH saHSIBET & ODE's is input 

Input method Cheonjin Naratgul Hanalgul 

Word Before apply 59 47 51 
prediction After apply 52 40 36 
method 

0431. The input system according to the present invention 
can be applied to a Hindi input method. Like Hangul, since a 
word is formed by combining a consonant and a vowel in the 
case of Hindi, the concept of a vowel input enabling key 
applied to Hangul in the embodiments described above can be 
introduced to Hindi. 
0432 More details are described through exemplary 
embodiments. 

Twenty Third Embodiment 
0433. The twenty third embodiment provides a method of 
applying a vowel input enabling key to a Hindi input method 
that uses a touch screen, i.e., a method of inputting a conso 
nant or vowel by one touch by arranging consonants and 
vowels to 8 of 15 keys as shown in FIG. 62. 
0434 Character symbols including candrabindu can be 
designated to keys to which any of these consonants and 
Vowels is not designated, wherein the character symbols may 
be designated to a single key so that the character symbols are 
input by an extension function as in the case of the consonants 
and vowels (refer to FIG. 63( )) or may be designated to 
corresponding keys as shown in FIG. 62. Furthermore, the 
character symbols may be input when a consonant is input as 
shown in FIG. 64. If the character symbols are designated to 
a separate key and are input by the extension function as 
shown in FIG. 63(), a dependent vowel can be input next to a 
consonant in a finger touch state for a consonant input as 
shown in FIG. 65. This is described with reference to FIG. 65. 

When it is desired to input ch ', ch, is input by selecting 
a desired consonant (refer to FIG. 65()) and returning to an 
original key position (refer to FIG. 65()) to extend and 
arrange dependent vowels around the original key, moving a 

finger to a position at which a vowel ET, is designated by a 
drag action in this state, and releasing the finger from the 

vowel T . However, this case is possible when the number 

of rows in a keyboard layout is 5 to be able to extend and 
arrange the dependent vowels. FIG. 65( ) shows a Hindi 
virtual keyboard main screen, whereina Vowel input enabling 

s key 5801 as a key to which all vowels are designated has 
as a representative character that corresponds to a Korean 

vowel O , and in the case of consonants, 5 characters 
including a representative character marked by a blue color 
are designated to every corresponding keys except for .3T, 
for which 4 characters are designated, and the characters 
designated to every corresponding keys are as below. 

ch, - d g dTT 5 0435 
0436 (1 - a 5 of 3T3 
0437 d - d. c s G. UT 
0438 T- of 2 a Tai 
0439 UT - U the 3T d 
0440 RT - RT old as 
0441 &T - &T I 
0442. An actual consonant input method that uses a virtual 
keyboard is as follows. When a key on which its representa 
tive character is displayed is touched on a virtual keyboard 
main screen, characters designated to a corresponding group 
are displayed around the key on which its representative 
character is displayed, as shown in FIG. 63, wherein conso 
nants belonging to a group of a representative character key 
placed at the left column of the virtual keyboard main screen 
are arranged in a clockwise order, consonants belonging to a 
group of a representative character key placed at the center 
column are arranged from top to the bottom in both left and 
right side in a symmetrical form, and consonants belonging to 
a group of a representative character key placed at a right 
column are arranged in a counterclockwise order from top to 
the bottom. 
0443) If the screen is large enough for a configuration of a 
virtual keyboard to be able to be 5 columns instead of 3 
columns, even for the representative characters arranged in 
the left and right columns of the virtual keyboard shown in 
FIG. 62, characters designated to each of the representative 
characters can be arranged in both left and right sides in a 
symmetrical form as the center column. One particular fact 
shown in FIG. 63 is that each key showing representative 
character is touched to arrange characters belonging to a 
corresponding group around the key with no character is 
arranged at the original position of the representative charac 
ter. Thus, to input a representative character representing each 
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key, a user must touch a key displaying representative char 
acter on the virtual keyboard main screen, move a finger 
upwards by one row to select the representative character, and 
then release the finger since each representative character 
moves upwards by one row from an original position in finger 
touch and is arranged as shown in FIG. 59 when characters 
belonging to each group are extended and arranged due to the 
touch of each representative character. 
0444. For example, one of the representative characters 
ch, is input by touching a key 5803 represented as ch, O 
the virtual keyboard main screen, moving a finger to a posi 

tion of ch, in a state where 5 characters including ch, 
belonging to a corresponding group are extended and 
arranged (refer to FIG. 60a()), and releasing the finger from 

the position of ch, (refer to FIG. 60a(). The reason why no 
character is designated to a position of each representative 
character key is to provide a method of easily inputting a 
symbol to be added to a consonant in the case of Hindi, and 
furthermore, to allow an independent vowel to be easily input 
after an input of a consonant. This will be described after a 
vowel input method is described. In the case of Hindi, unlike 
consonants, each of the vowels is input by one key, and the 
same pronunciation for each Hindi vowel is spelled in two 
ways, in which vowels spelled by being combined with a 
consonant are called dependent vowels, and vowels indepen 
dently spelled without being combined with a consonant are 
called independent vowels. Thus, the number of independent 
Vowels generally used is 11 (31. 3TT, s s 3. 3, l s 
f 3. s 3i , and 3. ), and the number of dependent vowels 

is 10 (:T, f, T., 3, &, , , , , ). The 
current configuration provides a method of inputting these 
Vowels by arranging the vowels around the Vowel input 
enabling key when the Vowel input enabling key is touched. 
As configuring the simple vowels and compound vowels of 
Hangul, when the vowel input enabling key is touched once, 
the independent vowels are arranged around the Vowel input 
enabling key, as shown in FIG. 62(), so that the independent 
Vowels can be input, and when the Vowel input enabling key 
is touched twice, the dependent vowels are arranged around 
the vowel input enabling key, as shown in FIG. 62(), so that 
the dependent vowels can be input. That is, the concept of the 
current configuration is that 21 vowels are arranged around 
one key. 
0445 However, by allowing an independent vowel input 
table state to be automatically changed to a dependent vowel 
inputtable state when a consonant is input besides the method 
of displaying a dependent vowel keyboard layout by touching 
the Vowel input enabling key twice, it is configured so that the 
vowel input enabling key does not have to be touched twice to 
input a dependent vowel. That is, when a consonant is input, 
a vowel keyboard layout is always changed to the dependent 
vowel keyboard layout so that the virtual keyboard is changed 
as shown in FIG. 62(), and when the vowel input enabling key 
is touched in this state, the dependent vowel keyboard layout 
is displayed on the screen as shown in FIG. 62( ). Since a 
dependent vowel is always input after a consonant is input, 
inconvenience that a user must select an independent vowel 
keyboard layout or the dependent vowel keyboard layout to 
input a vowel can be removed by changing the keyboard 
layout to the dependent vowel keyboard layout when a sen 
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tence begins, when a new word in a sentence begins, or when 
a vowel is input during a word input. This automatic Switch 
between the independent vowel keyboard layout and the 
dependent vowel keyboard layout according to a sentence or 
word input state is also a fact of the current configuration. 
That is, in the current configuration, after an input of space 
for starting a sentence or for spacing words, the independent 
vowel input state is always maintained as shown in FIG. 62( 
). In addition, when the vowel input enabling key of the virtual 
keyboard shown in each of FIGS. 62() and 62() is touched, 
this causes a vowel input enabling state as shown in the 
independent vowel keyboard layout (refer to FIG. 68()) or the 
dependent vowel keyboard layout (refer to FIG. 68()) shown 
in FIG. 68, respectively. This enabled vowel keyboard layout 
shows only a half of vowels to be input. 
0446. Thus, a substantial vowel input method is shown in 
FIGS. 69 and 70. An independent vowel 3H corresponding 
to the phonetic symbol a is input by moving a finger 
upwards in an independent vowel keyboard layout enabling 
state, selecting 3, and releasing the finger as shown in 
FIG. 69( ). 
0447. In addition, .3T, corresponding to a phonetic 
symbol a: is input by returning the finger to the original 
position of the vowel input enabling key in a state of selecting 
* 3 and releasing the finger. Likewise, each of 
3, 55 3f corresponding to short sounds among long 
and short sounds in the Hindi vowels is input by moving a 
finger to a position at which a corresponding vowel is dis 
played in the independent vowel keyboard layout enabling 
state and releasing the finger, and each of 3TT & 3 sit corre 
sponding to long vowels among these independent vowels is 
displayed at the position of the vowel input enabling key 
when a corresponding short vowel is selected and is input by 
returning the finger from a position of the corresponding short 
vowel to the position of the vowel input enabling key and 
releasing the finger. The dependent vowels are also input in 
the same method as the independent vowels. However, since 
there is no short Vowel corresponding to the phonetic symbol 
a in the dependent vowels, ..T. corresponding to the long 
vowel a: is displayed together with the other short vowels 
when the dependent vowel keyboard layout is enabled, as 
shown in FIG. 68(). 
0448. As shown in FIGS. 69() and 69(), when 5 or . . . 

is selected, a corresponding key area is extended to 4 adjacent 
key areas (yellow marked area) to prevent any adjacent short 
vowel from being enabled by touching the adjacent short 
Vowel in a process of moving a finger to the original position 
of the vowel input enabling key to which é, or R corre 
sponding to a long vowel of 5 or sl is designated. 

0449 For example, if only key areas corresponding to é, 
and are enabled (marked yellow) without enabling the 4 
adjacent key areas as shown in FIG. 69( ) when 5 is 
selected, a 3 or 5 key area may be touched in a process 
of moving a finger from a .5, key area to & , key area to 
select & , thereby causing the short vowel 3 or 5 to be 
enabled so that é, cannot be selected. 
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0450 Sometimes, there is a case where an independent 
Vowel must be input next to a consonant as in a case of 

did (Bombay). In this case, the current configuration in 
which the dependent vowel keyboard layout is automatically 
displayed after a consonant is input causes inconvenience that 
the dependent vowel keyboard layout must be changed to the 
independent vowel keyboard layout by touching the vowel 
input enabling key to input an independent vowel. 
0451. However, as described above for the consonant key 
board layout, when a representative character key is touched, 
no character is designated to a position of the representative 
character key. This is used for another usage, i.e., a function of 
changing the dependent vowel keyboard layout to the inde 
pendent vowel keyboard layout. That is, in the case of clic g s 
(Bombay), according to the current configuration, since the 
Vowel input keyboard layout is changed to the dependent 
Vowel input keyboard layout after a consonant input of sic 
is performed, the independent vowel é, must be input by 
changing the dependent vowel input keyboard layout to the 
independent vowel input keyboard layout through the vowel 
input enabling key. However, as shown in FIG. 67, in the 
consonant input process, the dependent vowel input keyboard 
layout can be changed to the independent vowel input key 
board layout. 
0452 For example, the vowel keyboard layout is changed 
to the independent vowel input keyboard layout after &T is 
input by touching a key of a representative character UT, 
representing a group to which es belongs (refer to FIG. 67( 
)), moving a finger to a position of clina finger touch state 
(refer to FIG. 67()), returning the finger to a position 6201 at 
which has been arranged on the virtual keyboard main 
screen (refer to FIG. 62() and FIG. 67()), and releasing the 
finger from the position 6201. If the finger is released from the 
position of c in the state of FIG. 67(), the vowel keyboard 
layout is changed to the dependent vowel input keyboard 
layout as soon as c is input as described above. Thus, in 
this case, an input of causes the inconvenience that the 
Vowel input enabling key must be touched twice to change the 
vowel keyboard layout that has been changed to the depen 
dent vowel input keyboard layout (refer to FIG. 62()) to the 
independent vowel input keyboard layout (refer to FIG. 62O). 
Furthermore, when a representative character key is touched, 
no character is designated to a position of the representative 
character key, and the position of the representative character 
key is used further for another usage. In this case, the Hindi 
consonants are changed with any of additional symbols ( 

w 

R - bindu, candrabindu, candra, nukta, 
and halant), and a function of enabling any of the additional 
symbols required for the consonant change corresponds to 

this usage. For example, a first character cf. of ded is 
input by touching the key of the representative character U, 
representing the group to which .e. belongs on the virtual 
keyboard shown in FIG. 62 to input s , as shown in FIG. 66 

(refer to FIG. 66()), moving a finger to the position of e' in 
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a finger touch state (refer to FIG. 66()), returning the finger to 
the position 6201 at which U, has been arranged on the 
virtual keyboard main screen (refer to FIG. 62() and FIG. 66( 
)) to display the five consonant Supplementary symbols ( 

w 

R - bindu, candrabindu, candra, nukta, 
and halant), moving the finger to a position of (bindu), 
and releasing the finger from the position of . (bindu). 
0453 A method of inputting a character symbol for the 
Vowels is the same as in the case of the consonants. For 

example, when ef, meaning Korean L (English yes) is 
input, is first input, and then the vowel keyboard layout 
is automatically changed to the dependent vowel input key 
board layout, and as shown in FIG. 71, the vowel input 
enabling key is touched (refer to FIG. 71 ()) to arrange the 
dependent vowels around the vowel input enabling key (refer 
to FIG.71()), and in this state, a user moves a finger upwards 
to select , releases the finger, and performs a touch-release 
action on a key to which candrabindu' is designated (refer to 

FIG. 71 (), resulting in an input of T. 
0454. A consonant complementary symbol may be input 
by using a key extension function when a consonant is input 
as shown in FIGS. 64() and 64() or may be input by sepa 
rately designating Such a consonant complementary symbol 
on a corresponding key on the keyboard layout. 
0455 For example, any of the consonant complementary 
symbols may be designated to a key below a key to which 
candrabindu is designated as in a case of the symbol 

S (halant) used to form a semiconsonant that is shown in 
FIG. 62() or may be simultaneously input when a consonant 
is input by allocating an extension function to a consonant key 
as shown in FIGS. 64() and 64(), or all consonant symbols 
may be designated to an extension area of candrabindu as 
shown in FIG. 63(). This is to utilize an advantage of the drag 
method in the touch type input method. 
0456. As described above, a position and key designation 
of any of the symbols combined with consonants and vowels 
can be changed for user convenience, and a detailed usage is 
as described below. Allowing all Hindicharacters to be able to 
be input with a limited number of keys by inputting characters 

Such as t 2 , which are input as independent characters 
on a typical computer keyboard, by a combination of a Hindi 
character and a character symbol is also a fact of the current 
configuration. That is, fr, and , are input by inputting 
symbols . (candra) and .*. (halant) after inputting . U, 
and R , respectively, and since an input of is achieved 
by combining ci, and R ', a sis input by inputting . , 
inputting .* (halant), and inputting ... Thus, although a 
method of inputting a character input as an independent char 
acter on a computer keyboard by one key instead of a com 
bined form is also possible, the present invention reduces a 
time taken to perceive positions of keys by making perception 
of character position easy and a minimizing finger moving 
distance by using 9 keys, thereby increasing convenience in 
inputting. 
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0457. The method of the present invention can also be 
embodied as computer-readable codes on a computer-read 
able recording medium. The computer-readable recording 
medium is any data storage device that can store data which 
can be thereafter read by a computer system. Examples of the 
computer-readable recording medium include read-only 
memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), 
CD-ROMs, magnetic tapes, floppy disks, optical data storage 
devices, etc. The computer-readable recording medium can 
also be distributed over network-coupled computer systems 
so that the computer-readable code is stored and executed in 
a distributed fashion. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY 

0458. The present invention can be used as an input device 
of minimized digital devices. 

1. A system for inputting information by utilizing an exten 
Sionkey, the system comprising: 

an input unit, which has a plurality of division areas and 
detects a division area selected by a user from among the 
plurality of division areas; and 

an input analysis unit for allocating corresponding infor 
mation to the plurality of division areas and analyzing 
that if the input unit detects that any one of the plurality 
of division areas has been selected, information allo 
cated to the selected division area is input, 

wherein the input analysis unit allocates the extension key 
to at least one of the plurality of division areas, and 

if the extension key is selected, the input analysis unit 
allocates new information to an extension area including 
division areas defined by the extension key. 

2. The system of claim 1, further comprising an output unit 
for outputting the information allocated to the selected divi 
sion area on a screen. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the input unit comprises 
a keypad. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the input unit comprises 
a touch sensor. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the input unit comprises 
the touch sensor and a pressure sensor below the touch sensor, 
and when a user presses the touch sensor, the input unit 
detects whether the user has pressed according to a method of 
detecting a pressure by the pressure sensor when the touch 
sensor moves downwards. 

6. The system of claim 4, wherein the input unit detects 
whether the division area has been selected according to a 
touch, a press, or a touch and release. 

7. The system of claim 5, wherein the system is used for a 
game system, and when the user selects a division area to 
which the extension key is allocated, the input analysis unit 
allocates a menu for the game system to an extension area 
including the division areas defined by the extension key. 

8. The system of claim 7, wherein, when the user presses 
with a finger a division area to which the extension key is 
allocated, drags the finger to a division area to which the menu 
is allocated, and releases the finger from the division area to 
which the menu is allocated, the input analysis unit deter 
mines that the menu allocated to the division area at the 
released position has been selected. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the system is a character 
input system. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the system is applied to 
a mobile phone and allocates character keys to division areas 
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to which numeric keys are allocated in order to input a phone 
number into the mobile phone. 

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the system is a Hangul 
input system, allocates a first character set one-to-one corre 
sponding to the plurality of division areas, and if a division 
area to which the extension key is allocated is selected, newly 
allocates a plurality of characters to an extension area includ 
ing division areas defined by the extension key. 

12. The system of claim 11, wherein a plurality of charac 
ters are allocated to at least one division area, and a character 
to be input is changed every time a division area to which the 
plurality of characters are allocated is selected. 

13. The system of claim 11, wherein a plurality of charac 
ters are allocated to at least one division area, a function key 
for selecting the plurality of characters is allocated to at least 
one division area, and if a division area to which the function 
key is allocated is selected after a division area to which the 
plurality of characters are allocated is selected, a character to 
be input among the plurality of characters is changed accord 
ing to the number of selection counts of the division area to 
which the function key is allocated. 

14. The system of claim 11, wherein the first character set 
is a character set without any vowels, and a character set 
including vowels is newly allocated to division areas forming 
an extension area defined when at least one extension key is 
selected. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the extension area to 
which the character set including vowels is newly allocated is 
formed by neighboring division areas forming a regular quad 
rilateral about a division area selected as the extension key. 

16. The system of claim 14, wherein a character set allo 
cated when an extension key used to newly allocate the char 
acter set including vowels is selected is formed by simple 
vowels. 

17. The system of claim 16, wherein characters corre 
sponding to and t in the character set including 
Vowels are allocated to division areas located at corners in the 
regular quadrilateral forming the extension area. 

18. The system of claim 16, wherein, when the extension 
key used to newly allocate the character set including vowels 
is selected, the character set formed by simple vowels is 
allocated to the extension area, and the extension key used to 
newly allocate the character set including vowels is selected 
again, a character set formed by compound vowels is allo 
cated to the extension area. 

19. The system of claim 14, wherein a consonant is also 
allocated to the division area to which the extension key used 
to newly allocate the character set including vowels is allo 
cated, and when the division area to which both the extension 
key and the consonant are allocated is selected, it is analyzed 
that one of the extension key and the consonant has been 
selected according to whether a current input sequence is for 
a consonant or a vowel. 

20. The system of claim 16, wherein the input unit com 
prises a touch sensor, and when the user selects the extension 
key used to newly allocate the character set including vowels 
with a finger, drags the finger to division areas to which the 
simple vowels are allocated, and releases the finger, the input 
unit analyzes that a compound vowel formed by combining 
simple vowels touched while dragging is input. 

21. The system of claim 16, wherein, when a simple vowel 
allocated to the extension area is selected after the extension 
key used to newly allocate the character set including vowels 
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is selected twice, it is analyzed that a compound vowel of the 
selected simple vowel is input. 

22. The system of claim 16, wherein, when two different 
simple vowels allocated to the extension area are sequentially 
selected after the extension key used to newly allocate the 
characterset including vowels is selected twice, it is analyzed 
that a compound vowel formed by combining the two 
selected simple vowels is input. 

23. The system of claim 16, wherein, when the extension 
key used to newly allocate the character set including vowels 
is selected, a simple vowel allocated to the extension area is 
selected, and the extension key used to newly allocate the 
characterset including vowels is selected again, it is analyzed 
that a compound vowel of the selected simple vowel is input. 

24. The system of claim 14, wherein the system is applied 
to a mobile phone, and the first character set comprises a 
move key for changing an input position. 
25. The system of claim 14, wherein the system is applied 

to a mobile phone, and the first character set comprises a 
cancel key for cancelling an input of the latest input char 
acter. 

26. The system of claim 14, wherein the system is applied 
to a mobile phone, and the first character set comprises a 
fortis-aspirate key for changing a consonant included in the 
first character set to a fortis or an aspirate. 

27. The system of claim 14, wherein a division area to 
which a consonant is allocated among the first character set 
also has an extension key function, and when the division area 
to which a consonant is allocated is selected, the characterset 
including vowels is allocated to an extension area adjacent to 
the consonant. 

28. The system of claim 27, wherein, when the division 
area to which a consonant is allocated is selected, vowels and 
a fortis and an aspirate of the consonant are allocated to an 
extension area defined by the selected division area. 

29. The system of claim 9, wherein the system is an English 
input system, a plurality of characters are allocated to each of 
the plurality of division areas, and when a division area to 
which the extension key is allocated is selected after one or 
more of the plurality of division areas are selected, a list of 
words applicable by a combination of characters allocated to 
the selected division area is allocated to the extension area 
and selected by the user. 

30. The system of claim 29, wherein, when any one of the 
words allocated to the extension area is selected after the 
extension key is selected, it is analyzed that the selected word 
and a space key are sequentially input. 

31. The system of claim 29, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected, any one of the words allocated to the extension 
area is selected, and the extension key is selected again, it is 
analyzed that the selected word and a space key are sequen 
tially input. 

32. The system of claim 29, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected, one or more division areas to which a plurality 
of characters are allocated are selected, and the extension key 
is selected again, a word selected from words applicable by a 
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combination of characters allocated to the selected division 
areas is input as capital letters. 

33. The system of claim 29, wherein numerals are also 
allocated to the division areas to which a plurality of charac 
ters are allocated, and when a first division area of the division 
areas to which a plurality of characters are allocated is 
selected, a division area is allocated to the extension key, and 
a second division area of the division areas to which a plural 
ity of characters are allocated is selected, a character corre 
sponding to an order of a numeral allocated to the second 
division area among a plurality of characters allocated to the 
first division area is input. 

34. The system of claim 29, wherein the division areas to 
which a plurality of characters are allocated are selected in a 
drag method. 

35. The system of claim 29, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected, any one of the words allocated to the extension 
area is selected, and the extension key is selected again, the 
selected word is input, and symbols are newly allocated to the 
extension area to be selected. 

36. The system of claim 29, wherein, when the division 
areas to which a plurality of characters are allocated are 
sequentially selected, the input analysis unit extracts one 
word from a list of words including combinations of charac 
ters allocated to the selected division areas, and the output 
unit temporarily outputs the extracted word. 

37. The system of claim 36, wherein, when the combina 
tions of characters allocated to the selected division areas are 
all the same in the words including combinations of charac 
ters allocated to the selected division areas, the output unit 
outputs only characters except for the combinations of char 
acters allocated to the selected division areas to the extension 
aca. 

38. The system of claim 29, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected, one or more division areas to which a plurality 
of characters are allocated are selected, and the extension key 
is selected again, a word selected from words applicable by a 
combination of characters allocated to the selected division 
areas is input as capital letters. 

39. The system of claim 9, wherein the system is a Hindi 
input system, allocates a first character set one-to-one corre 
sponding to the plurality of division areas, and if a division 
area to which the extension key is allocated is selected, newly 
allocates a second character set including vowels to an exten 
sion area including division areas defined by the extension 
key. 

40. The system of claim 39, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected twice, a third character set including vowels is 
allocated to the extension area. 

41. The system of claim 39, wherein, when the extension 
key is selected in a consonant input state, the second character 
set includes dependent vowels. 

42. The system of claim 1, wherein, when a division area 
included in the extension area is selected, information allo 
cated to the division area is initialized. 
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